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ABSTRACT

The majority of global electricity is generated using fossil fuels as an energy source, and
the science linking fossil fuel combustion with negative environmental impacts is clear.
Recognizing this link, decarbonizing the electricity system is a critical component of climate
change mitigation. However, moving electricity generation, distribution, and end-use behavior
patterns to renewable energy is a complex socio-technical energy transition challenge with a
number of economic, policy, technological, societal and environmental barriers. Energy
transition work tends to be siloed within these topics; ignoring complex socio-technical
interdependencies impacting electricity system transition dynamics. This work fills the
knowledge gap with a ‘systems level’ study, exploring socio-technical interdependences that
provide a deeper understanding of energy transition dynamics.
California is used as a case study; with both utility and household scale system dynamic
models are presented here. At both scales, supportive policies are crucial to renewable energy
sourced electricity (RES-E) uptake, and inconsistent policy-making has been identified as a
significant challenge to diffusion. The utility scale study integrates Advocacy Coalition
Framework theory into traditional energy system modeling, examining pro-fossil and prorenewable energy coalition’s competition for policy formation. This innovative approach extends
the current reductionist paradigm by including the complex process of policy formation, and its
subsequent influence on energy transition dynamics. Results indicate fossil fuel based political
lobbying creates policy instability, slowing the transition to renewables. A second finding is the
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difficulty green advocacy coalitions have opposing political manipulations of well-resourced
fossil fuel special interests, even with growing societal climate change concerns. Model
simulations also indicate a substantial increase in transition rates when carbon lock-in is
addressed. Carbon lock-in is system inertia, where the expensive, and long life spans of fossil
fuel power plants create economic challenges to their early retirement. At the utility scale,
transition management must include addressing fossil fuel industry resistance; either through
reducing their ability to manipulate policy, or empowering green advocacy coalitions ability to
enact supportive RES-E policy.
At the household scale, a significant amount of research examines societal factors
influencing consumer adoption of residential solar home systems (SHS). Consumer decisions
are still not well understood, and these studies examine how consumer attitudes of technology,
the quality of available information, and a number of socio-demographical determinants
influence the willingness to adopt. This research is also siloed, and a knowledge gap exists on
how such elements influence adoption decisions at a systems level. This study addresses that
knowledge gap by integrating the theory of diffusion of innovations, and the theory of planned
behavior into a Bass diffusion based system dynamics model. Results confirm previous research
identifying SHS expense as a primary barrier to consumer adoption. However, novel findings
indicate consumer knowledge, and perceived ability to engage in adoption behavior is more
critical than economic concerns. A third finding shows the effectiveness of a systems level
intervention, where multiple consumer concerns are addressed simultaneously. Implications for
household-level transition management indicate addressing consumer confidence in their
decision is more important than addressing high SHS cost through supportive policies. Increased
consumer adoption may be driven by facilitating consumer access to access to accurate, easily
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available information and implementing systems-level business models addressing economic,
policy, technological, informational factors simultaneously.
Energy system modeling has evolved since it’s beginning in the 1970’s, first examining
energy security challenges, then moving to energy-economy in the 1990’s and energy-economyclimate concerns in the 2000’s. The next evolution in energy system modeling must include
energy-economy-climate-society interactions. These two case studies clearly indicate both the
importance of such systems level research, and societal factors inclusion is critical to
understanding energy transitions.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Energy Transition Interactions and Management
Fossil fuels are the primary energy source for 60 percent of global electricity generation,

(IEA, 2018). However, the link between fossil fuel combustion and adverse climate change
impacts are clear (Al-Shajyi and Aleisa, 2018). In the U.S., close to 30% of all greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions are from electricity generation (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2018),
and the continued use of these fuels to meet the current, or the 80 percent demand increase by
2040 (International Energy Agency, 2014) will only exacerbate environmental damage. As a
result, decarbonizing electricity production is a critical component of climate change mitigation.
Transitioning the global electricity generation, and distribution infrastructure, along with
changes in end-use electricity consumption patterns is a complex task that may take decades to
complete (Sovacool, 2016). While there is academic debate on the term ‘energy transition’ it is
defined here as “a societal scale change in the principal source of energy used to produce
electricity; from fossil fuels to renewable energy sourced electricity (RES-E)”. Barriers to the
RES-E transition have been identified in economic, policy, technological, and social dimensions
(Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016). Economic dimension challenges are the result of electricity
market inequalities such as heavily subsidized fossil fuels (Victor, 2009), higher RES-E capital
costs (Edenhofer et al. 2011), and additional expenses required for integrating intermittent RESE into existing grid infrastructure (Zahedi, 2011). More expensive technologies depend on
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supportive policy for market penetration. However, policies are often enacted and then allowed
to expire, or are enacted at various levels of government. This results in a confusing array of
available policy options or contributes to unintended policy-policy interactions (del Rio and MirArtigues, 2014). An example is how a cap and trade policy designed to limit CO2 emissions can
result in continued reliance on fossil fuels (Nelson, 2008; Tsao et al. 2011). There are also a
number of challenges to RES-E diffusion in the societal dimension. One is resistance from the
fossil fuel industry to RES-E, either through special interest groups (Victor, 2009) or election
campaign lobbying donations (Stoddart and Prieg, 2014). Another is community resistance to
RES-E projects (Devine-Wright 2005; Devine-Wright 2011). Here, societal perceptions can
either halt a planned project entirely (Murphy and Smith, 2013), or significantly reduce its size
(Shamsuzzoha et al. 2012).
Considered in isolation, each economic, policy, technological, and societal dimension
exhibits complexity, and each contains a broad stream of research seeking to overcome RES-E
diffusion challenges. However, a societal transition to RES-E is a complex network of
interdependent socio-technical processes (Sovacool, 2016). The electricity system has been
categorized as a ‘system of systems’ where complex interdependencies occur between electricity
generation, distribution and end-use consumption patterns (Pruyt and Thissen, 2007). Such
interdependencies make it difficult to assess the impact any one element has on the transition to
RES-E (Sovacool, 2016; Wüstenhagen et al. 2007; Polatidis, and Haralambopoulos, 2007).
Modeling is a common approach used to examine such challenges. This methodology
explores possible future outcomes of current energy system decisions through scenario analysis.
Scenarios incorporate the deep uncertainties of future systems including energy security, fuel
price volatility, economic incentivization or penalties, technological innovation, and climate
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change. However, traditional energy system modeling has been criticized for two reasons. The
first is integrated energy-economy-climate model assumptions that actors have complete
information and behave rationally, and instantaneous system equilibrium can be achieved
(Fiddaman, 2002). This ignores the reality of energy transition complexities (Bolwig et al. 2019).
To address this, system dynamics (SD) modeling was employed to provide a more realistic
energy transition representation. SD is able to model disequilibrium energy-economy-social
systems including perceptual delays, endogenous technological change, and feedback impacts
with behavioral rules (Bolwig et al 2019). SD is unique in its capacity to incorporate sociotechnical information and decision feedback loops (Ford, 1997), allowing a model to reproduce
endogenous behavior by updating itself as information and decisions change the system under
study (Bolwig et al. 2019). The models for this dissertation were constructed in Vensim®, a
commercially available system dynamics software program that allows the modeler to
graphically portray, and mathematically define relationships between variables. This software
was selected due to advantages of built-in integration methods, sensitivity analysis and
optimization functions.
The second critique of quantitative energy system models is they do not include the
influence of social factors on transition dynamics (Li et al. 2015). Defined here as “the political,
behavioral or socio-demographic determinants influencing an increase, or decrease in the rate of
RES-E technology diffusion”, social factors are key components of energy transitions, due to coevolutionary behavior between technology, policy and behavior (Li et al. 2015). Social factors
influence transition dynamics in a number of ways. Consumer environmental concerns, as well
as perceptions of the cost and benefits of renewable energy technologies impact investment
decisions in household systems (Karakaya and Sriwannawit, 2015; Bolcombe et al. 2013). Not-
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in-my-backyard (NIMBY) attitudes have been responsible for fierce resistance to RES-E projects
(Devine-Wright 2005; Devine-Wright 2011). Nascent RES-E technologies have higher capital
costs, making their diffusion entirely dependent on incentives or supportive policies. However,
policy support has been inconsistent, as pro-fossil and pro-renewable interests attempt to
manipulate the political process in their favor.
Excluding such social factors in energy modeling leaves knowledge gaps. One is the
influence of policy formation dynamics, where competition between pro-fossil and prorenewable interests impact either the types of policies implemented, or their duration. At a finer
scale, research attempts to understand how technology costs, incentives, consumer attitudes,
available information, or demographics influence household-scale renewable energy investment
decisions. In reality, such social factors exhibit a great deal of diversity and any modeling
endeavor oversimplifies complex human behavior and decision-making. However, aggregating
influences around main themes captures essential dynamics and may be used to address
interesting scientific questions at both scales. At the grid level, the questions address the macro
scale: What is the impact of fossil fuel industry resistance to a RES-E transition? How does this
resistance manifest in transition dynamics? To what extent do the dynamics between fossil fuel
industry resistance to a RES-E transition, and clean energy advocacy coalitions influence policymaking? Are policy options most effective at moving towards a RES-E grid infrastructure, or
will increased societal demand for cleaner electricity be more effective? At the household level,
questions address a much more granular scale focusing on consumers: How do potential adopters
evaluate the risk and benefits of investing in an innovative technology? What factors do
consumers consider most critical when considering a renewable energy investment? What do
decision makers need to feel sufficiently empowered to make an informed decision? How do
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these impact the pace of technological diffusion within a society? Research suggests that a
systems thinking approach will provide greater insights into what factors, or interdependencies
are most critical to a successful energy transition (Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016; Ford et al.
2017; Stephenson et al. 2010).
1.2. Research Goal, Hypotheses, and Tasks
The goal of this research is to provide a deeper understanding of energy transition
dynamics at both scales, by using system dynamics simulation to incorporate under-studied
social factors into a California electricity production case study. While investment decisions in
new electricity capacity are primarily economic in nature, there are a number of economicpolicy-technological-societal interactions influencing the economic competitiveness of
generation technologies. At the utility scale, this research examines how policy formation
impacts investment decisions on which new electricity capacity generation technologies (natural
gas (NGAS), solar photovoltaic (PV), oil, and coal) are used to meet demand. At the household
scale, complex economic, technological, policy, and social factors consumers factor into their
decision-making are modeled. Figure 1-1 represents an identified knowledge gap on how RES-E
supportive policy is the result of competition between pro-fossil and pro-renewable energy
interests. This study provides a systems level analysis of California’s transition to RES-E by
examining factors within, and interactions between, economic, policy, technological, and societal
dimensions.
This research addresses three main hypotheses. The first is factors influencing renewable
energy sourced electricity (RES-E) diffusion are different at the local household scale than at the
national scale. The second is technological lock-in is the most significant barrier to RES-E
technology diffusion at the national scale. Technological lock-in occurs when mature
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technologies resist the transition to newer technologies. A common strategy is special interest
groups employing political lobbying mechanisms to maintain favorable business environments
for incumbent technologies. The third hypothesizes technology price as the most significant
factor influencing RES-E technology purchase and installation decisions at the household scale.
To test these, the rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides an
energy transition background and reviews the status of RES-E research on economic-policytechnological-societal interactions. Chapter 3 describes System Dynamics methodology, and
provides a system boundary for the study area. Chapters 4 and 5 examine grid and household
scale RES-E diffusion. Chapter 6 compares the results of grid and household scale RES-E
diffusion, and provides conclusions and recommendations.
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Figure 1-1. Studies of RES-E transition in economic, policy, technological, and societal
dimensions. Blue arrows represent existing studies, red arrows indicate knowledge gap
addressed by this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2:
ENERGY TRANSITION CHARACTERISTICS, INTERACTIONS, AND MODELING

This chapter introduces energy transitions and common transition characteristics. It then
employs a systems thinking perspective to identify interdependencies in electricity generation
and RES-E diffusion.
2.1

Energy Transition Introduction
Relatively inexpensive, and energy dense, fossil fuels became the global energy choice

during the industrial revolution. Since then, society’s persistent use of their high quality energy
has created unparalleled economic and technological growth. Today, fossil fuels provide 85
percent of the global energy production (Clements, 2016). However, the science linking fossil
fuel combustion and global climate change is clear. Environmental degradation and climate
change are two compelling reasons against continued fossil fuel consumption. Others are rising
economic and energy investments in an increasingly harder to extract limited resource (Murphy
2010).
Given the inevitability of resource depletion, and the consequences of climate change,
fossil fuels are increasingly recognized as unsustainable. The necessity of transitioning global
energy production to more environmentally benign sources is widely accepted. Yet, fossil fuel
consumption is deeply embedded within all levels of society. A transition to a more sustainable
substitute requires modifying elements across the strata of society; end use energy consumption
behavior, fossil fuel and RES-E policy incentives, production and distribution infrastructure are
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just a few examples (Sovacool, 2016). Fundamentally changing the relationship between society
and energy is the ‘grand challenge’ of our times, and a successful transition must overcome
significant social, economic, political, and technological obstacles (Gottschamer and Zhang,
2016).
While no single definition of an ‘energy transition’ exists, there is broad consensus on a
general meaning of a societal scale shift from one (or several) primary energy sources to another
(Sovacool, 2016). This dissertation defines an energy transition “a societal scale change in the
principal sources of energy used to generate electricity; from fossil fuels to RES-E”. The focus of
this research is on decarbonizing electricity production, a critical component of climate change
mitigation (Clement, 2016). Electricity generation is responsible for nearly one third of United
States greenhouse gas emissions (EPA, 2018). Globally, close to three quarters of electricity
production is fossil fuel sourced (REN21, 2018). Moving greater shares of electricity generation
to renewable technologies can significantly reduce climate change impacts.
2.2.

Historical Energy Transitions and Shared Characteristics
Humans experienced the first energy transition some 400,000 years ago, when they

mastered fire (Bithas and Kalimeris, 2016). From then until the industrial revolution, the primary
global energy stocks were biomass; wood, peat, and dung used for heating or cooking. However,
near the beginning of the industrial revolution, traditional biomass gave way to coal. Around
1850, coal consumption increased sharply, driven by steam engines powering ships, locomotives,
and industrial manufacturing (Bithas and Kalimeris, 2016). In the early 1900’s coal-fired
electricity generating plants appeared, further driving demand (Platt, 1991). About the same
time, the internal combustion engine was developed, and mass production of vehicles began,
driving oil and gasoline demand (Platt, 1991). Consumption of coal, oil, natural gas and
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electricity rapidly increased. Currently, natural gas is the single largest source of fuel for
electricity generation, providing 50 to 60 per cent of total U.S. generation (EIA, 2016).
2.2.1. Shared characteristics of energy transitions.
The following sections discuss common aspects of energy transitions.
2.2.1.1.

Energy quality
Reviewing previous transitions identifies a number of shared characteristics, and may be

helpful in identifying differences between them and the current transition to RES-E. The first
shared characteristic of transitions is the replacement of low energy quality, or low energy
density sources for higher qualities and densities (Clement, 2016). Examples include moving
from relatively low quality traditional or biomass sources, to coal, then oil, natural gas, and
nuclear (Grubler, 2012). Each transition has been a search for less expensive and better energy
services (Fouquet, 2013).
2.2.1.2.

Time Scales
A second shared characteristic of energy transitions is the long time scales at which they

occur. Moving from pre-industrial energy sources, to coal fired steam power required
approximately 130 years, and then 80 from coal to oil, natural gas and electricity (Clement,
2016). Other studies support this, indicating a range of 70 to 150 years is necessary (Fouquet,
2010; Lund, 2006).
However, recent research suggests transitions may occur more rapidly. Sovacool, 2016
discusses at length several national level energy transitions taking seven to twenty years. One
common theme of these rapid transitions is the discovery of vast fossil fuel reserves, the Burgan
oilfield in Kuwait, and the Groningen natural gas field in the Netherlands. Both counties
immediately began extracting and using the resources, shifting their energy systems away from
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traditional biomass in Kuwait, and oil/coal in the Netherlands. The other common theme
Sovacool 2016 highlights is a nation’s response to the oil crisis of the 1970’s. Primarily due to
energy security concerns, France increased its national share of nuclear power from four to forty
percent between 1970 and 1982, a 10 fold rise. Also in reaction to the oil crisis, Denmark
transitioned electricity production from over 90 percent oil to over 90 percent natural gas within
five years.
There are interesting implications for future energy transitions. Previous, slow moving
energy transitions have primarily replaced low quality energy sources for a higher quality. Future
transitions may still follow this path, but might also be forced to seek alternatives due to resource
scarcity, climate change, or further technological innovations (Sovacool, 2016). Such pressures
may accelerate a transition.
2.2.1.3

Transition Phases
The third shared characteristic of energy transitions is their progression through

predictable, successive phases as a novel technology moves from innovation to widespread
adoption. There are a number of conceptual lenses with which to examine transitions. The first is
the ‘multilevel perspective’ (Geels, 2002). Here technological inventions form in niche markets,
where innovations are disadvantaged financially, requiring support for diffusion. As adoption
continues the innovation enters the regime, where with continued support and increasing
diffusion rates, it gradually becomes competitive with the dominant technology. The landscape is
above, and outside the system, representing a source for shocks; creating openings in the regime
for innovations to diffuse into. These shocks can be price volatility of fossil fuels, political
upheaval, war, etc. (Sovacool, 2016). The rate at which an innovation moves from niche to
landscape depends on interactions between elements of different levels.
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The second lens is the ‘Core-Periphery’. Here, innovation takes place at the core and
gradually spreads geographically and temporally through the rim, which represents early
adopters, to the late adopters at the periphery. Innovation diffusion typically exhibits S shaped
growth, and depends on contextual factors specific to that transition (Grubler, 2012).
In Hughes (1987) ‘The Evolution of Large Technological Systems’ the path from
innovation to widespread diffusion is categorized into five phases. In this, the diffusion rate is
described as momentum, and is a function of technologies, capital and investments, human
resources employed by the technologies, and business or political interests connected to that
system.
All three lenses examine the path a technology takes from innovation to widespread
diffusion. While there is some disagreement on phase classification, identifying when a transition
moves from one to the next, or the number of phases (Sovacool, 2016), all follow the same
conceptual trajectory. An energy transition begins with a technology innovation that is adopted
until it becomes the dominant fuel source.
The following is a review of the three methodologies definition of transition phases. See
Figure 2-1 for a conceptual summary. The first phase begins with technological innovation, and
has been labeled the core (Grubler, 2012), or niche (Geels, 2002) or invention and development
(Hughes, 1987). For the purpose of this dissertation, an example of solar photovoltaic technology
(PV) is provided. At the innovation stage, this is a new invention with a high capital cost in
relation to fossil fuels, and has very limited diffusion. PV technology is still in its infancy and is
not yet competitive on the open market. Increasing adoption rates requires risk comfortable
investors, government financial incentives such as feed-in-tariffs, or a supply side incentive such
as a renewable portfolio standard. Factors reducing PV’s ability to transition out of innovation
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include competition with less expensive fossil fuel based electricity, the higher capital and
financing costs associated with PV.
The next phase is characterized by progression out of innovation and early adoption to
more widespread diffusion. This is identified as the rim (Grubler, 2005), the regime (Geels,
2002), or technology transfer and system growth (Hughes, 1987). In this phase, a technology is
not fully competitive with the dominant technology. However, increasing adoption rates are
making the innovation more competitive, creating opportunities for further growth and diffusion.
At this stage, factors aiding PV adoption include falling capital costs associated with
implementation experience (learning curves), climate change concerns of fossil fuel combustion,
fossil fuel price volatility, and a greater number of supportive incentives.
Factors responsible for decreasing PV adoption rates are those related to both lock-in and
path dependency; both of which are deeply rooted obstacles to technological change (See the
following section 2.3 for a full discussion of lock-in and path dependency). Continued fossil fuel
subsidies create market inequalities difficult for PV to overcome. Implementing new PV through
early retirements of fossil fuel electricity generation plants requires the total of PV costs be at or
below the operating cost of the retired fossil plant. Recognizing a threat to market dominance,
the electric power industry increases political lobbying efforts and campaign donations in an
attempt to slow renewables adoption through political means. Technological barriers include
integrating intermittent RES-E into existing electricity grid infrastructure.
The last phase is where the once novel technology is now fully mature, competitive on
the open market, and is replacing, or has replaced the once dominant technology. This phase is
defined as the periphery (Grubler, 2005), landscape (Geels, 2002), or momentum and style
(Hughes, 1987). Widespread diffusion has created consumer confidence; investors are likelier to
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assess investments as less risky than previously, government incentives have been stable for
some time or have been removed.
Factors driving higher PV adoption rates in this phase include greater economies of scale
benefits, previous adoption resulting in greater consumer confidence and willingness to invest.
The factors slowing in this phase slowing PV diffusion are similar to the previous phase. Fossil
fuel lock-in still slows PV adoption, but impacts are lessening as fossil market share drops below
that of PV. Path dependency is still a problem as PV struggles to transition out of fossil fuel
based infrastructure.
2.3.

Technological Lock-in
As societies continue to search for improved energy sources, create new technological

solutions to energy problems, and implement them on large scales, a positive feedback loop is
generated by economies of scale, falling prices and technological innovation (Clement, 2016;
Grubler, 2012). This feedback cements the new technology deep into society’s framework
through a network of tightly coupled interdependencies between the current energy system,
society, and the economy.
These interdependencies create obstacles to change, variously described as ‘carbon lockin’ (Unruh, 2000), ‘technological lock-in’ (Hughes, 1987), or ‘path dependency’ (Cairns, 2014).
Carbon lock-in obstacles are due in part to system inertia. One manifestation of this is the long
investment cycles of energy production infrastructures (Lund, 2006). Large coal fired electricity
generation plants have a life span of 50 years, and it is impracticable to expect early retirement
and replacement with more expensive RES-E (Clements, 2016).
Technological lock-in identifies active resistance from incumbent technologies as they
attempt to maintain dominance (Hughes, 1987). It occurs when the primary energy industry
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employs both financial and political mechanisms to maintain market share. In 2018, the U.S.
electric power industry spent 60 million dollars on lobbying efforts attempting to influence
policy maker decisions (Open Secrets, 2018).
Path dependency occurs early in the roll out of a novel technology, where small
variations in timing, sequence, or options lead to significant, and often irreversible changes in
outcomes (Cairns, 2014). Path dependency in the electric power industry dates to the late 1880’s
and the market struggle between decentralized direct current (DC), and centralized alternating
current (AC) generation and transmission (Ford, 1997). As centralized generation evolved to
dominance, the energy system coevolved with society, forming new economics, consumer
behaviors, and governance (Geels et al. 2008). These locked in and entrenched economic, social,
political and technological interdependencies create significant barriers to the RES-E transition
(Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016).
2.4.

Complexities in Decarbonizing the Electricity System
The positive feedback loop between the current electricity system and society has

coevolved for over a century, creating socio-technical interdependencies slowing RES-E
adoption. It is clear that current fossil fuel sourced electricity generation, transmission, and
consumption is deeply embedded across all levels of the global economy, and any transition
towards a renewable alternative must overcome significant economic, political, technological,
societal and environmental obstacles. This section provides a detailed analysis of interactions,
and suggests a systems thinking perspective is appropriate for future electricity system
simulation modeling.
2.5.

Energy Transition Interactions

The following sections detail electricity system interactions.
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2.5.1. Literature Review1
Global energy demand has doubled in the last 50 years, and is forecast to rise an additional 45
percent by 2030 (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 2009). The dominant energy supply used to
responsible for negative environmental impacts that include air pollution, acid rain, and
anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Bilen et al. 2008). Relying on these fuels to
meet a growing energy demand will only accelerate environmental degradation. Recognizing the
importance of transitioning the global energy supply away from fossil fuels, a number of
renewable energy sources are used to meet society’s energy needs.
Traditional biomass is the single largest source of renewable energy, with close to 2.7
billion people relying on firewood or dung for heating and cooking needs (International Energy
Agency, 2014). The next largest share of renewable energy capacity is RES-E generation
(REN21, 2014; United nations, 2015). Global interest in RES-E is increasing for two reasons;
decarbonizing electricity production is considered one strategy addressing climate change, and
electricity demand is projected to increase up to 80 percent by 2040 (International Energy
Agency (b), 2014). Three technologies dominate RES-E production: hydropower, wind, and
solar photovoltaic (PV) (REN21, 2014). Hydropower generates the greatest share of RES-E
capacity. It also has the ability to store, and then release water as needed. This allows electricity
production to meet base demand, a distinct advantage over wind, and solar technologies where
RES-E generation varies with environmental conditions. In spite of the challenges integrating
environmentally variable RES-E production into existing electricity production systems, both
______________________
1

Sections 2.5 through 2.7 were published in Gottschamer, L., Zhang, Q. Interactions of factors
impacting implementation and sustainability of renewable energy sourced electricity, Renewable
and Sustainable Energy Reviews. 65 (2016) 164–174. doi:10.1016/j.rser.2016.06.017.
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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wind, and PV capacities have increased significantly in the last decade (REN21, 2017). This
trend is expected to continue, with both technologies projected to supply significant portions of
future global energy demand (REN21, 2014; International Renewable Energy Agency, 2015).
However, these technologies must overcome challenges to both implementation, and postimplementation sustainability.
Developed and developing nations face distinct challenges. In developed nations, several
factors slow implementation rates. One is market competition between the higher capital cost of
RES-E compared with traditional fossil fuel based electricity (Edenhofer et al. 2011). The
second factor is market inequalities resulting from inaccurate pricing of fossil fuel energy
production. These occur when fossil fuels are either heavily subsidized (REN21, 2013) or the full
costs of negative environmental impacts are not accounted for (REN21, 2014). Another factor is
resistance from fossil fuel business and political interest groups to the RES-E transition (Victor,
2009).
Addressing challenges to RES-E transition in developing nations is particularly critical.
In the next two decades, the majority of increased energy demand will occur in these countries
(Sarkar, and Singh, 2010). Their continued reliance on fossil fuels to meet future energy needs
will significantly impact GHG emissions (Bosetti et al. 2009). Recognizing the importance of
developing nations in climate change mitigation, significant economic resources have been
invested in RES-E implementation. However, many well-designed technologies fail prematurely
for both technical and non-technical reasons. This is a systemic problem affecting between onequarter to one-third of the implemented projects, irrespective of implementing agency (World
Bank Group, 2010; Asian Development Bank, 2007). In addition to challenges mentioned above,
developing nations face additional challenges to RES-E implementation and sustainability.
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Implementation challenges include an investment climate perceived as risky, and limited access
to financial resources (Arvizu et al. 2011; Moner-Girona, 2009). Sustainability challenges
include inadequate operation and maintenance (O & M) funding (REN21, 2013), or resistance
from recipient communities unwilling to accept a novel technology (Troncoso et al. 2013).
Literature identifies economic, policy, societal, technological, and environmental factors
impacting RES-E implementation. Research also suggests those factors are interactive;
exhibiting complex relationships. Interactivity adds to the complexity of RES-E implementation;
impacting stakeholders, decisions, or implementation processes across the RES-E deployment
landscape (Eswarlal et al. 2011; Gaziulusoy et al. 2008; Musango et al. 2011) Interactivity also
increases the difficulty of assessing the impact an individual factor has on RES-E
implementation outcomes (Polatidis, and Haralambopoulos, 2007; Wüstenhagen et al. 2007).
Only two studies critically review interactions between RES-E implementation factors.
Chicco and Mancarella 2009, focused on technology, examining interactions between renewable
and conventional electricity generation technologies when both types of technologies are
employed. The authors found diversifying the generation technologies in combination with
energy storage and smart grid capabilities, increased production efficiency and grid resiliency.
Edenhofer et al. 2013 examines policy interactions focusing on the role of renewable energy
technologies in climate change mitigation, specifically their ability to reduce carbon intensity.
The authors suggest policy support is required to overcome market inequalities between RES-E
and fossil fuel based electricity. Incentives should be designed to create an investment climate
where long-term RES-E is favored over short-term fossil fuel electricity production.
Both studies are limited by a focus on interactions within a single dimension, and the
broader impacts of interdependencies between economics, policy, societal, technological or
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environmental dimensions are not addressed. This paper builds on the previously discussed
studies, filling the knowledge gap by first identifying interactions and classifying them into
categories. This is followed with a critical review of interactions between RES-E implementation
factors within a single, or across multiple dimensions, and then a synthesis of research across all
dimensions. The paper is organized with an introduction, followed by the methodology used to
select, evaluate, and classify articles included in the review. Political, societal, environmental,
and technological interactions are then reviewed. Finally, this paper identifies systemic
challenges, knowledge gaps, and future research needs in this field.
2.5.2. Methods
A literature search using Web of Science was conducted with the following key words:
renewable, energy, and interaction. The search was refined in two ways. The first limited
manuscripts to English. To ensure the most current literature was reviewed, manuscripts were
also limited to the year 2000 and later. This search returned 554 manuscripts. Of these, 41 were
included for review based on the title, abstract, or conclusion/discussion containing the word
interaction, or evidence of relationships described in the manuscripts. To verify the results, a
second search using Science Direct and the same keywords was performed. This returned 39,174
results. Refining this to the topic “Energy”, yielded 2619 manuscripts. All of these were
reviewed using the same process as the first search. The Science Direct search returned an
additional 9 manuscripts, and the authors believe the searches are a representative sample of
literature. A third search of Web of Science and Science Direct using the key words renewable,
energy, and integration returned close to 10,000 manuscripts. These studies are focused on
integrating renewable energy sourced electricity into an existing electricity grid. Additional
manuscripts were included to provide context, supporting information, or develop arguments.
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2.5.3 Classification of Factors
Literature categorizes factors impacting RES-E implementation into economic, policy,
societal, technological, and environmental dimensions as shown in Figure 2.1. Studies within the
economic dimension address various market challenges to RES-E diffusion, such as the higher
capital costs or other market inequalities associated with renewable technologies. The policy
dimension researches the effect RES-E incentivization mechanisms have on market inequalities.
There is significant research on the impact single, or multiple incentives have on diffusion rates,
the ability to reach renewable energy targets, or emission reductions. The third dimension is
societal. Here, studies examine the societal factors, such as social acceptance, impacting RES-E
implementation, or sustainability. The fourth dimension is technology. Studies in this dimension
focus on integrating environmentally variable RES-E into existing electricity grid infrastructures.
The fifth dimension is environmental. These studies address either indirect environmental
benefits of RES-E implementation; direct environmental impacts RES-E systems have on local
ecosystems or biodiversity, or the dependence of some RES-E technologies have on local
environmental conditions.
2.5.4. Classification of Interactions Between Factors
RES-E deployment transcends single dimensional research, and has been defined as a
complex problem with project success or failure resulting from interactions across multiple
dimensions (Eswarlal et al. 2011; Gaziulusoy et al. 2008; Musango et al. 2011). As discussed in
classification of factors (2.5.3), Figure 2-2 conceptualizes the most commonly cited factors
within each dimension, and interactions between factors. Horizontal arrows indicate the factor’s
direct influence on RES-E implementation or sustainability rates, and vertical arrows indicate
interactions between factors across dimensions. For example more expensive RES-E requires
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policy incentives required to overcome market inequalities. Curved arrows highlight further
interactivity. Here, environmentally dependent electricity generation adds to the cost of RES-E,
which then impacts social acceptance of more expensive power. These examples illustrate a
complex web of economic-policy-societal-technological-environmental interactions influencing
RES-E diffusion.
The literature makes a clear, compelling case for the existence of interactions between
RES-E implementation factors across economic, policy, societal, technological, and
environmental dimensions. However, interactivity is largely unexplored. Of the 3173 papers
returned by the search, only 50 addressed interactions between RES-E implementation factors.
These manuscripts are classified into four general categories. The first is the policy-policy
interactions. Renewable technologies have higher capital costs compared to fossil fuel sourced
electricity, creating challenges to market penetration best addressed by supportive policies
(Sovacool, 2010). Implementing multiple policies simultaneously or sequentially is a common
practice, resulting in a number of policy-policy interactions. As multiple policies are enacted,
RES-E becomes competitive, spurring both technology maturation and production capacity. An
example of this is falling solar panel prices making rooftop systems competitive with
conventionally sourced electricity production in a number of countries (REN21, 2014). As price
falls, the technology is more affordable for consumers, driving further implementation. Section
2.6.1 examines interactions between supportive policies available to overcome the economic
realities facing RES-E diffusion. It is common practice to have multiple policies in place
simultaneously. These have been shown to interact, affecting electricity price, generation
capacity or mixes, greenhouse gas emissions, and RES-E implementation rates. In developing
nations, decentralized RES-E implementation requires significant policy support to overcome
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economic challenges. This may include policies enabling the formation of independent power
producers responsible for electricity generation in a specific region (Best, 2011), public-private
partnerships, or consumer subsidies for populations unable to pay the full energy price (Brass et
al. 2012).
The second category is society-technology interaction. Such interactions influencing
RES-E implementation rates or project sustainability can be classified into two scales. The first
focuses on community scale implementation. Here, two societal factors impacting community
acceptance of novel technologies are local perceptions regarding land-use, and the level of local
stakeholder inclusion in RES-E implementation decision-making. The second examines macroscale factors. This line of research examines interactions between diverse groups of stakeholders
and a technology during its transition from invention to widespread diffusion. Section 2.6.2
examines interactions between society and technology at both scales. At the micro-scale,
community perceptions and beliefs influence how willing a community is to adopt a new
technology. In developing nations, decentralized RES-E technologies add to the quality of life by
providing additional energy resources at the community or household level. However, an energy
producer’s ability to provide maintenance is critical to public acceptance (Brass et al. 2012).
The third category examines environment-technology interactions as detailed in Section
2.6.3 RES-E deployment impacts the environment by reducing harmful fossil fuel emissions.
Environmental conditions influence the quantity and quality of generated RES-E, creating grid
integration challenges and extra costs. Here, daily or seasonal environmental variability creates
power fluctuations affecting voltage, power flow, supply-demand balances, and grid stability
(Zahedi, 2010). There are also environmental consequences associated with RES-E
implementation, notably changes in land-use, or ecosystem impacts.
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Section 2.6.4 explores the fourth category, technology-technology interactions, where
synergies are possible when RES-E is collocated with conventional generation sources. An
example of this is combining waste heat and RES-E electricity to produce hydrogen through
electrolysis (Ruth et al. 2010).
2.6. Literature Review Results
The following sections discuss the literature review results.
2.6.1 Policy-Policy Interactions
The majority of interaction research has been conducted in the political dimension. This
is the result of numerous available incentives designed to overcome energy market penetration
challenges classified in the economic dimension. One such economic factor is the high RES-E
technology capital costs (Mitchell et al. 2011). A second is market inequalities resulting from
subsidized fossil fuel energy production pricing, or where negative environmental impacts are
not accounted for (REN21, 2014). To overcome these, RES-E requires supportive policies and
financial instruments (Edenhofer et al. 2011; Brunnschweiler, 2010). A complete analysis of all
RES-E policies is beyond the scope of this manuscript. The following section defines the most
commonly cited RES-E incentivization mechanisms and then focuses on identified interactions
between them.
The economic disadvantages RES-E must overcome are addressed by policies designed
to incentivize either supply or demand. Two methods of increasing RES-E supply are incentives
and federal production and investment tax credits. A common supply side incentive used in a
number of nations is a Feed in Tariff (FIT), a government subsidy. This is a long-term contract
guaranteeing prices to RES-E energy producers (REN21, 2011). Other supply incentives include
a variety of market-based subsidies. These provide disadvantaged RES-E producers additional
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income by allowing them to sell the environmental benefits of their cleaner electricity (del Rio
and Mir-Artigues, 2014). One method is tradable green certificates (TGC). These are sold
separately from the power produced, and represent a claim that the energy was generated from
renewables. Another certificate market is cap and trade schemes (CTS), also called emissions
trading schemes (ETS) in the European Union. Here, policy makers set a pollutant emission cap.
The difference between the current pollutant level and the limit is then traded as certificates
between those exceeding their pollution quota, and those who have not (Nelson, 2008). Policies
increasing consumer demand include technology price subsidies, tax rebates or credits. A
common national scale policy is a renewable energy portfolio standard (RPS). This stimulates
demand by mandating the percentage of total energy produced from renewable sources (World
Bank Group, 2009; Singh and Sood, 2008).
RES-E support generally requires simultaneous or sequential implementation of multiple
policies for two reasons. The first is policies are used to address different parts of an energy
market; for example an RPS to incentivize demand and a FIT to support additional RES-E
supply. The second is policies are also used to address different goals. Climate change challenges
may use CTS to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in conjunction with RES-E supply side
incentives (del Rio and Mir-Artigues, 2014). Implementing multiple policies concurrently is a
common practice, resulting in a number of policy-policy interactions. Literature defines these
interactions in a number of ways. The most succinct definition is positive or negative, depending
on whether the cumulative effect is greater, or less than the sum of individual polices
(Oikonomou et al. 2014; Yi and Feiock, 2014). However, other researchers categorize policy
interactions as either vertical or horizontal based on the level of policies. Vertical interactions are
defined as the interactions between national and subnational policies, and horizontal interactions
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are interactions between policies enacted by regulatory agencies at the same governmental level
(del Rio and Mir-Artigues, 2014; Nilsson et al. 2012; del-Rio, 2009). These two definitions take
into account realities of various emissions reduction or RES-E incentivization policy instruments
implemented by multiple governmental agencies.
Of the 50 manuscripts included in this review, 21 examine policy interactions. Of these,
11 focus on some combination of interactions between FIT, RPS, CTS or TGC certificate
markets. The heavy focus on national scale policies is understandable given their positive impact
on RES-E capacity. 2.2 clearly shows the impact of supply, and demand side policies on RES-E
capacity. On the supply side, market based incentives such as TGC, CTS, the regulated subsidies
of FITs, or federal production and investment tax credits have all been shown to increase RES-E
supply. On the demand side, RPS is the most commonly implemented policy; however, other
demand side incentives are also used, such as a guarantee of origin (GO) and a Tradeable White
Certificate (TWC). The GO is electricity certified as renewable that is marketed directly to
consumers. The TWC is an energy efficiency incentive, and represents a set amount of energy
saved. Similar to TGC or CTS markets, TWCs are traded or sold in energy markets (Child et al.
2008). As TWCs increase energy saving, they negatively impact RES-E demand, reducing
pressure to increase RES-E capacity. As supply and demand side incentives impact RES-E
capacity, there are also downstream impacts on CO2 emissions, energy mixes and electricity
prices. A major supply side research topic is the influence CTS has on multiple segments of an
energy market. When implemented in isolation, CTS has been shown to incentivize RES-E
implementation. However, CTS also negatively impacts energy markets in a number of ways.
The first is when conventional electricity producers who purchase certificates pass the additional
cost on to their customers (Nelson, 2008). A second, more serious unintended consequence is
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how CTS incentivizes energy markets to continue using fossil fuels. This occurs when increased
RES-E capacity reduces overall CO2 emissions, which then lowers the market value of a CO2
certificate. As certificate prices drop, it is more economically viable for fossil fuel based
electricity producers to move from coal, to cheaper and less carbon intensive natural gas, than to
implement expensive RES-E projects (del Rio and Mir-Artigues, 2014; Proença and St. Aubyn,
2013; Sáenz de Miera et al. 2008; Tsao et al. 2011). Overcoming this unintended consequence
requires stimulating the demand side. Adding a RPS overcomes the negative market influence of
CTS, facilitating continued RES-E implementation. As such, both policies need to be in place to
achieve emission reduction and RES-E capacity goals. Palmer et al. 2011 supported this, finding
a CTS and RPS combination increased RES-E diffusion without significantly affecting policy
implementation cost.
However, having both policies in place does not necessarily translate into achieving
pollutant reduction or RES-E capacity goals. Anandarajah and Strachan, 2010 modeled future
United Kingdom energy mixes, and pollutant emissions when RPS and CO2 policies are
implemented singly, or in combination. The authors created a baseline scenario where RPS was
held at 2010 levels, without an additional CO2 policy. By 2050, this resulted in electricity
production dominated by coal. When CO2 policy is implemented in the absence of RPS,
electricity production does not embrace renewables, but instead shifts to coal fired carbon
capture and storage (CCS) facilities supplemented with nuclear power. This is likely due to the
assumption that CCS technologies will become viable within the simulation time frame. When
RPS is used without a CTS, the energy mix moves largely to on shore wind power. In this
scenario, as more expensive RES-E is assimilated into the market, consumer demand drops 10
percent. Tsao et al. 2011 found when a CTS and RPS were in place simultaneously; making
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either one of them more restrictive would negatively impact the effectiveness of the other. For
example, as RPS quotas are increased, they ultimately drive the price of CO2 certificates down to
zero, completely collapsing the emission trading market. When a CO2 cap is made stricter, it
initially favors the transition toward natural gas instead of expensive renewables. RPS is
effective at facilitating short-term (10 years) CO2 reduction goals, primarily through
decarbonizing electricity production. However, high RPS quotas alone are unable to meet strict,
long-term CO2 reductions. This requires addressing multiple energy sectors beyond electricity
generation, namely transportation fuels or residential heating and cooling (Anandarajah and
Strachan, 2010).
Palmer et al. 2011 found implementing RPS and TGC together more effective in reducing
emissions then when enacted singly. As early as 2002, Jensen and Skytte 2002 identified the
impact of the interactions between TGC markets and RPS on electricity prices as illustrated in
Figure 2-3. As TGCs are first introduced in the presence of RPS, the market-based subsidy they
provide initially lowers the price of electricity. However, increasing the RPS quota results in
larger shares of more expensive electricity entering the wholesale market, ultimately driving up
the consumer price of electricity. Chen and Wang 2013 built on these interactions, and examined
synergies between certificate markets and RPS policies. The authors found interactions
contributing to changes in the quantity and price of RES-E generated electricity.
Interactions also occur between price based and quantity based incentives. Two examples
of price-based policies are a predetermined tax on each unit of CO2 released into the atmosphere,
or a FIT subsidy provided to RES-E producers for each mega-watt hour (MWH) of electricity
generated. Quantity based incentives such as RPS, TGC, and CTS have fixed percentages of
RES-E demand, number of issued certificates, or emission reductions mandated by policy. De
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Jonghe et al. 2009 found individual TGC, FIT, RPS, or CTS policies were effective in increasing
RES-E capacity, or reducing CO2 emissions. However, in the presence of a price based CO2 tax,
as the quantity of CO2 emissions increase, higher tax burdens associated with the CO2 tax enable
greater market penetration of RES-E, decreasing the market price of quantity based TGCs.
A number of other manuscripts examined some less studied policy interactions. Child et
al. 2008 studied negative impacts of energy efficiency certificates (e.g., TWC) on TGC
programs. TWC programs drive greater efficiencies in electricity consumption. This reduces
demand, and ultimately the TGC price. Raadal et al. 2011 suggests consumers will increase
RES-E demand by voluntarily purchasing RES-E certified through a GO, resulting in changes
not only to energy mixes, but also in the ability to meet RPS quotas. Ropenus et al. 2011
examined the impact RES-E supportive policy had on different sectors of an energy production
and distribution system. The authors found policies designed to stimulate distributed RES-E
created higher grid integration costs for electricity distribution service providers. Zhang et al.
2013 discussed interdependencies between policies meant to incentivize RES-E manufacturing
capabilities or implementation. Manufacturing capacity and RES-E diffusion are linked; robust
manufacturing sectors drive technical innovations, which lowers cost and facilitates diffusion.
The authors examined China’s solar photovoltaic (PV) manufacturing base and installed solar
PV capacity. The initial government focus was on manufacturing, without any demand side
development. This created a severe manufacturing overcapacity and a drastic under-deployment
of solar RES-E. Faced with these issues, strong demand side incentives were put in place to drive
internal growth, and rescued the industrial base from market failure. Zhao et al. 2013 studied the
impact of policies on RES-E capacity in 120 countries across a 30-year span. This longitudinal
study focused on a number of policies including economic strategies to mitigate the high capital
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cost of RES-E, tax incentives to spur production, FITs, and RPS. In addition to identifying many
of the same supply and demand side interactions previously discussed, the authors presented two
novel findings. One is a reduction in policy effectiveness as the number of policies in place
increase. Another is developing nations tend to suffer higher rates of negative policy interactions.
RES-E policy interactivity is well recognized within the academic community, and
literature suggests enacting policies to minimize negative interactions while simultaneously
maximizing positive synergies (Nilsson et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2013; Sung and Song 2014; MirArtigues and del Rio, 2014). Given the broad span of RES-E technologies, and available policies,
it is no surprise that academic debate exists on the definition, implementation, and measurement
of successful cohesive policy mixes. (Please refer to del Rio et al. 2014, and Nilsson et al. 2012
for greater depth on this subject). Further longitudinal studies similar to Zhao et al. 2013 are
needed to address this debate. However, separating out, and quantifying the influence of just
policy interactions on RES-E outcomes is difficult, given other complex societal, technical, and
economic factors involved. This suggests a system level examination of RES-E implementation
is critical to understanding interactions, both those in the policy, as well as in other dimensions.
However, to date, a system level examination of RES-E implementation is lacking. This creates a
substantial knowledge gap on the impact of interactions on RES-E outcomes.
A second knowledge gap exists on policy interactions in developing nations. Of the 21
papers reviewed for this section, only 2 addressed these countries, with both focusing on China.
Further RES-E research in developing nations is critical as they not only experience higher rates
of negative policy interactions; but by 2050, they are also projected to experience the majority of
global energy demand growth. Research should address concurrent or sequential RES-E policy
implementation practices in a developing nation context.
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2.6.2 Society-Technology Interactions
Interactions between the societal and technological dimensions that influence RES-E
implementation rates or project sustainability can be classified into two categories. The first
focuses on community scale implementation. Here, two societal factors impacting community
acceptance of novel technologies are local perceptions regarding land-use and the level of local
stakeholder inclusion in RES-E implementation decision-making. The second category examines
macro-scale factors. This line of research examines interactions between diverse groups of
stakeholders and a technology during its transition from invention to widespread diffusion.
Broad public recognition of RES-E benefits does not always result in community willingness to
accept a local project. A not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) attitude is responsible for fierce
resistance to RES-E projects (Please refer to Devine-Wright 2005, and Devine-Wright 2011 for
excellent coverage of this topic). A critical component of NIMBY is community perceptions
toward land use. Local cultures and histories influence community beliefs on acceptable forms of
land use, which frequently do not include large-scale RES-E projects. Authors Murphy et al.
2013, found negative community attitudes sufficient to halt a planned project. However, NIMBY
attitudes also vary with project size. Shamsuzzaho et al. 2012 identified a rural community
willing to accept a single wind turbine, but not a wind farm. In this case, resistance to a large
scale project centered on perceptions of unacceptable turbine noise. Perceptions of RES-E
projects are often irrational. Henkel et al. 2013, suggest community resistance may not be based
on a clear understanding of the technology, but on uninformed or biased assessments of project
risks and benefits. Reducing local resistance to RES-E implementation requires addressing
community perceptions through education and outreach (Devine-Wright, 2011).
Community involvement in the planning, implementation, and operation of projects is
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also a critical component influencing RES-E outcomes (Devine-Wright, 2005; Stapleton, 2009;
Michalena and Angeon, 2009; Pansera, 2012). Including stakeholders in decision-making is
linked to numerous factors positively influencing outcomes. These include selecting an
appropriate technology (Werner and Schäfer, 2012), reduced conflict (Mitchell et al. 2011),
improved community sense of ownership (Stapleton, 2009), and increased RES-E acceptance
(Walker and Devine-Wright, 2008).
This review identified only one paper addressing societal-technological interactions.
Recognizing information as a critical component of group action on climate change, Parag et al.
2013, examined the flow of information between low-carbon community activist groups. These
groups shared general information about low-carbon subjects of interest, as well as potential
financial resources. Using network analysis, the authors identified a number of groups
dominating informational flows, both as senders, and receivers of information. The sharing of
information resulted in a more effective promotional campaign, contributing in 3 to 34% carbon
emission reduction.
Figure 2-4 illustrates how community acceptance is based on a foundation of local
perceptions and involvement in decision-making. However community acceptance also depends
on political, economic, environmental, and technological factors. Alvial-Palavicino et al. 2011,
employed a sustainability assessment to examine RES-E smart-grid technology diffusion into a
rural Chilean village. The authors discussed how RES-E implementation impacted economic
development, gross income, local cultural practices, energy usage behavior, and academic
achievement of school children.
Cai et al. 2009 also identified multidimensional interactions in distributed RES-E
systems. The authors discussed how relationships between community, technology, policy, and
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environment impacts community supply-demand dynamics. Local energy needs shape the type
of policy support, which then influences technology selection. Each technology has specific grid
integration requirements, or power distribution management strategies that influence the way
electricity is generated, distributed, and used by the community. Polatidis and Haralambopoulos
2007, identify multiple socio-technical factors critical to increasing a community’s acceptance of
RES-E, or improving a decision maker’s perception of its implementation. Factors come from all
five dimensions and examples include the cost of RES-E generated, community inclusion or
education level, technical suitability, and the political landscape. The authors recommend
increased engagement of community and decision makers to create more positive outcomes.
Abdolloahain et al. 2013 found disseminating environmental impact assessments of RES-E
projects reduced community concerns about proposed energy projects. Adil and Ko 2016,
examine societal-technological dynamics when distributed energy systems are introduced. The
authors suggest society and technologies co-evolve, with interdependencies shaping the way in
which energy transitions progress. These impact energy infrastructure, the built environment, and
local residents.
Transitioning global energy dependence to renewables yields a number of societal
benefits. On a global scale, less fossil fuel based electricity translates into reduced greenhouse
gas emissions, and human health impacts (Edenhofer et al. 2011). In developing nations,
increased energy access positively impacts quality of life in a number of ways (Alazraki and
Haselip, 2011; Jamieson, 2005). Examples include extending day length through lighting, or
increasing communication capabilities from radios. However, electricity demand from rural
consumers increases as they become familiar with RES-E benefits. This creates the desire for
additional appliances, often exceeding system capacity, and may result in high failure rates. If
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local maintenance capacities are inadequate, these failures negatively impact community
acceptance of RES-E systems (Chow, 2010).
The second research category focuses on macro-scale interactions between groups of
stakeholders and a technology as it progresses from invention to maturation (Hekkert and Negro,
2009). Stakeholders include technology innovators, entrepreneurs willing to invest in untested
technologies, early adopters, regulators responsible for drafting supportive policies, financiers
involved in market formation, and end-use consumers. In this ‘sociotechnical’ perspective, a new
technology confronts cost challenges to diffusion, and is only able to gain a market foothold in
specialized or ‘niche’ markets (Choi and Anadón, 2014). Niche markets typically require
supportive government policy. An example is incentivizing demand with RPS quotas (Hekkert
and Negro, 2009). As a technology matures, it expands out of niche, and into regional markets.
(Liu and Shiroyama, 2013). At this level, the benefits of a new technology are widely
recognized, incentivizing consumer demand, and new technology firms to enter the market. The
novel technology then moves to the landscape level, where it faces competition from incumbent
technologies. In the case of RES-E, entrenched fossil fuel based energy production, and
distribution systems create significant diffusion challenges (Murphy and Smith, 2013). Figure 25 illustrates stakeholder interactions, and market penetration challenges a technology must
overcome as it makes the journey from innovation to maturity.
Two themes emerge from macro-scale research on technology diffusion. One is the
diverse number of societal interactions a technology experiences during its transition to
widespread diffusion. Hekkert and Negro, 2009 examined complex interactions as the German
biogas industry matured. The first interaction occurred when farmers recognized excess manure
was a feedstock for RES-E generation, and lobbied policy makers for a biogas FIT. Unsatisfied
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with the initial FIT, farmers targeted newly elected Green Party officials for a higher subsidy. A
more favorable FIT was mandated for 20 years, reducing investor perceptions of lending risk.
This positive lending environment resulted in the implementation of nearly 2700 biogas units. A
second theme addresses the positive and negative impacts policy has on RES-E transitions. A
FIT allows entrepreneurs to take advantage of business opportunities, facilitating a technology’s
move into a niche market (Hekkert and Negro, 2009). However, government policies are often
inconsistent, de-incentivizing both innovation and investment (Luthra et al. 2014). For example,
continued fossil fuel subsidies at the landscape level contribute to market inequalities favoring
fossil fuel produced electricity (REN21, 2013).
Of the 50 manuscripts included in this review, 14 address society-technology
interactions. Of these, eight focus on community scale interactions. Several themes are apparent
from the literature. The first is the compelling case for interactivity between factors of RES-E
implementation. Both community, and macro-scale research show economic; policy, societal,
and technological interactions influence RES-E diffusion. A second theme addresses the
difficulty of examining interactive RES-E factors in isolation ((Polatidis and Haralambopoulos,
2007; Wüstenhagen et al. 2007; Murphy and Smith, 2013). Akinbami and Salami, 2003,
recognized tightly coupled interactions in a developing nation energy transition. Examining
interdependencies where institutional, governance, and informational resources are often weaker
create further difficulties. The author’s suggest no single mitigation option is sufficient, and
successful transitions depend on integrating socio-political, socio-economic, and environmental
strategies.
Although interactions have been identified, there is a knowledge gap on how they impact
RES-E implementation. A second knowledge gap exists on societal-technical interactions in
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developing nations. Only three of the 13 manuscripts addressed topics in these countries.
Societal-technical interaction research should address best practices to improve community
acceptance, as well as increase local management and maintenance capacities.
2.6.3 Environment-Technology Interactions
Environment-technology interactions occur in two categories. The first examines the
impact environmental conditions have on the quantity and quality of generated RES-E. The
second category addresses environmental consequences associated with RES-E implementation.
These are associated with changes in land-use and pollutant reductions as RES-E replaces fossil
fuel based electricity, or ecosystem impacts.
The impact of local environmental conditions on RES-E production is well documented.
With the exception of geothermal, all RES-E production ultimately depends on solar energy.
This is utilized in a number of ways: directly by solar technologies, indirectly through
photosynthetic conversion into biomass, or unequal heating of the Earth’s surface driving wind
and precipitation patterns. The Earth’s rotation and axial tilt are responsible for daily, and
seasonal differences of solar and wind resources. Resource variability, or intermittency generates
power fluctuations affecting voltage, power flow, supply-demand balances, and grid stability
(Zahedi, 2011). These create technical challenges to RES-E grid integration.
However, daily and seasonal RES-E variability, and its influence on pollutant reduction in
specific energy markets are understudied. To address this, Kuo et al. 2009, modeled fossil fuel
emission reductions in Taiwan under a variety of RES-E/conventional energy production
scenarios. The authors first examined the impact seasonal differences have on solar and wind
RES-E generation. They then quantified the impact of RES-E seasonal variability on energy
mixes, pollutant emissions, and emission reductions as RES-E replaced fossil fuel produced
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electricity. The authors found introducing environmentally dependent RES-E such as PV
contributes to pollution reductions. They also found difficulties in attributing emission reductions
solely to RES-E, as conventional technologies (coal, liquefied natural gas, hydro or pumpedhydro) used to satisfy base load demand also varied by season.
The environmental impact of RES-E implementation varies with both technology and
project scale. Small-scale RES-E projects have been shown to influence local environmental
conditions. Hernandez et al. 2014, found rooftop solar systems decreased a building’s thermal
heat load, lowering climate control power requirements. The authors of Anderson et al. 2014,
detailed environmental impacts of small-scale run-of river technologies, where electricity is
generated from stream flow. Small weirs used to redirect river flow reduced downstream
movement of sediment, organic matter, and nutrients. Weirs also create barriers to fish migration
or spawning grounds. In general, environmental impacts increase with project scale. Grid-scale
hydro accounts for slightly less than two-thirds of all RES-E production (REN21, 2014), and has
significant negative environmental impacts (Krewitt et al. 2009). These include eutrophication of
reservoirs; disturbed animal habitats (Lenzen, 2010), as well as changes in sediment and nutrient
loading (Abbasi and Abbasi, 2000). Reservoirs also emit CO2 and methane from anaerobic
decomposition of biomass (Lenzen, 2010; Evans, et al. 2009).
Hernandez et al. 2014, reviewed the environmental impacts of grid scale solar projects
and found land disturbances required for construction and installation result in soil chemistry
changes requiring decades to recover from. Large-scale land alterations also contribute to dust
production, increasing the likelihood of deposition on nearby PV panels. This either lowers panel
efficiency, or requires more frequent cleanings. When normalized for electricity production,
concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies are more water intensive than electricity produced
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by both coal and natural gas combined (Hernandez et al. 2014). The large cooling ponds
associated with CSP systems, however, provide areas for wildlife and increase biodiversity.
Ecosystem impacts are also associated with wind and ocean RES-E technologies. Masden
et al. 2010, found large numbers of turbines associated with wind farms negatively impact local
bird populations and the types of resident bird species. The authors also highlight how wind
farms interact with migratory bird species, noting that up to 300,000 common Eiders may pass
near a wind farm off the coast of Denmark. Shields et al. 2011, published possible ecosystem
impacts of wave energy extraction technologies. Large arrays of wave devices reduce wave
energy, resulting in lower crest heights and current flows. Reductions in maritime energy
subsequently affect suspended solids deposition and/or migration, with potential impacts on
organisms residing on the beach or in inter-tidal zones.
There is a significant body of research on the environmental benefits of RES-E
implementation. However, only four manuscripts identified for inclusion in this review address
environmental-technological interactions. These identify a number of interdependencies between
RES-E technologies and the environment. The first is the influence of local environmental
conditions on RES-E power production. In the second, fossil fuel pollutant reductions depend on
energy mixes accommodating RES-E daily or seasonal variability. However, knowledge gaps
exist on long-term ecosystem impacts of large-scale RES-E generation facilities. In particular,
the environmental impact of grid-scale wind and solar implementation need further work, as
these are likely to be leaders in added renewables capacity. As marine RES-E technologies
mature and are widely implemented, they will likely have adverse environmental impacts on
marine biodiversity, sedimentation patterns, and current flow.
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2.6.4 Technology-Technology Interactions
The literature search returned just two manuscripts in this subject area. Ruth et al. 2014,
focused on potential synergies between RES-E, and conventionally produced electricity. The
authors highlight reductions in levelized cost when syngas creation and storage facilities are
added to fossil fuel power production facilities. They also explored potential synergies with
hybrid nuclear-RES-E power generation facilities. A hybrid facility allows nuclear waste heat to
be used in biofuel production, either through biomass feedstock drying or pyrolysis. A second
synergy is combining waste heat and RES-E electricity to produce hydrogen through electrolysis.
Gude 2015, recommends integrating microwave and ultrasound technologies in advanced biorefineries. Already in use in other industrial applications, microwaves, and ultra-sound increase
process intensification resulting in shorter reaction times or higher yields.
To the author’s knowledge, no critical review of technology-technology synergies exists.
Further research on collocating nuclear, or fossil fuel facilities with RES-E production may
provide technical or economic incentives for energy transition.
2.7. Discussion and Conclusion
2.7.1. Discussion
Three significant knowledge gaps are apparent from this critical review. The first is the
impact of interactions between factors from different dimensions on RES-E outcomes. The
majority of RES-E interaction research is constrained to individual dimensions. This reductionist
approach fails to account for system level interactions that include relationships or synergies
across multiple dimensions. Several manuscripts included in this review suggest successful RESE implementation depends on a number of economic, policy, societal, technical, and
environmental factors. These same authors explain the difficulty of analyzing any single factor’s
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impact on RES-E implementation or sustainability. However, energy transition research lacks
system level analyses examining interdependencies between dimensions. Exploring the
interdependencies between economic, policy, societal, technological, and environmental factors
will provide novel insights on the impact of complex interactions on the global transition to
RES-E. Although there is a considerable knowledge gap on systems analyses of energy
transitions, a number of recent publications indicate a growing interest in this subject (Hadian
and Madani, 2015; Hodbod and Adger, 2014; Miller et al. 2015; Schmidt and Weigt, 2015;
Stern, 2014).
A second knowledge gap exists on the impact of interactions on RES-E outcomes in
developing nations. However, the majority of research is focused on the EU or the United States;
only four manuscripts in this review specifically addressed developing nations. Of these, half
focus on China. Terrapon-Plaff, et al. 2014, conducted a substantial review of 23 small-scale
energy projects in 17 developing nations. The author’s identified negative interactions when grid
extension impacted local RES-E projects, ultimately causing many to be abandoned. Positive
interactions included successful RES-E project influencing decision makers to continue with
supportive policies. These interactions highlight the complexity of RES-E deployment in
developing nations. However, a critical knowledge gap still exists as developing nations are
projected to undergo dramatic increases in energy demand by 2050. Inadequate data is a
challenge to applying system level approaches in these nations. Available RES-E implementation
data focuses on easily definable metrics such as the number of people with improved energy
access, or the number of energy systems installed. Important statistics required for system
analyses such as; social acceptance of the new technology, community inclusion levels, or
consumer behavior changes associated with greater access is not currently collected.
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The third knowledge gap is related to technological lock-in. Cited in both the policy and
societal dimensions, lock-in occurs when mature technologies resist the transition to newer
technologies. A common strategy is special interest groups employing political lobbying
mechanisms to maintain favorable business environments for incumbent technologies (Hughes,
1987; Dangerman and Größler, 2011; Jacobsson, 2004). Lobbying efforts by fossil fuel interest
groups influence policy makers’ RES-E decisions (Castellani et al. 2013), and current examples
include the attempt to repeal RES-E supportive policy in 15 U.S. states (Energy and Policy
Institute, 2015).
Symptoms of lock-in include extensive fossil fuel subsidies, and inconsistent RES-E
policy. A full discussion of fossil fuel subsidies is outside the scope of this paper. However,
artificially lowering the price of fossil fuel produced electricity has serious consequences for
factors in all dimensions across the RES-E deployment spectrum. Global fossil fuel subsidies for
electricity generation totaled $127 and $117 billion in 2013 and 2014 respectively (International
Energy Agency, 2012). This distorts energy markets, creating economic barriers to entry for
renewables (Morales, 2014). It also encourages overconsumption, contributing to GHG
emissions (Bridle et al. 2014). If subsidies were removed, global GHG emissions could be
reduced by nearly 10% (Burniaux and Château, 2011). Although fossil fuel subsidies have been
defined as “public enemy number one” in the transition to renewable energy (Casey, 2013), they
have proven difficult to eradicate. Once a subsidy is in place, financial investments and business
interests tend to support its continued existence (Victor, 2009). This dynamic interaction is
remarkably effective, counterbalancing the pledge to dismantle subsidies given by the leaders of
the G20 countries in 2009 (REN21, 2013). Victor 2009, examined fossil fuel subsidies in both
developed and developing nations, finding deeply rooted interdependencies between societal,
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and policy dimensions that make eliminating subsidies challenging.
The impact of lock-in on RES-E diffusion is well known. However, a knowledge gap
exists on mitigation strategies required to overcome the complex economic, political,
governance, and societal factors implicated in its persistence. Both systems analyses, and social
science research are critical components needed to address this knowledge gap.
2.7.2 Conclusion
RES-E must overcome implementation, and sustainability challenges from factors
identified in economic, policy, societal, technological, and environmental dimensions. RES-E
implementation is also a complex problem, with outcomes depending on interdependencies
between factors within a single, or across multiple dimensions.
This critical review has identified interactivity in four categories: policy-policy, societytechnology, environment-technology, and technology-technology. Given the complex, adaptivesystem properties of RES-E implementation, there is surprisingly little research conducted from
a systems perspective. RES-E implementation would likely benefit from work examining the
impact of economic-policy-societal-technological-environmental interdependencies on project
outcomes or diffusion rates.
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Figure 2-1. General conceptualization of energy transition phases and specific factors influencing
RES-E adoption rates in each phase.
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Figure 2-2. The most commonly cited factors within each RES-E implementation dimension and
conceptual map of interactions within, and between dimensions of RES-E implementation.
Horizontal arrows indicate the direct impact of implementation factors within a single dimension
on RES-E projects implementation rates or project outcomes. Vertical arrows and related text
describe interactions between connected dimensions. Curved arrows also indicate interactions
between dimensions.
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Figure 2-3. RES-E policy interactions. A ‘plus’ symbol indicates a positive interaction; if the
value of the element at the tail of the arrow increases or decreases, the value of the element at the
head moves in a like manner. A ‘minus’ symbol indicates a negative interaction; when the value
of the element at the tail of the arrow increases or decreases, the element at the head moves in the
opposite direction. Circular arrows with a ‘minus’ sign illustrate a balancing loop. For example,
when RES-E energy supply increases, CO2 emissions decrease. This decreases CO2 certificate
prices, market based subsidy and ultimately the RES-E energy supply. The energy market
wholesale price of electricity is important to factors in other dimensions, with downstream
impacts on social acceptance, and the profitability of new electricity capacity generation.
However, this impact is not illustrated in Figure 2, as it concentrates on the policy dimension.
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Figure 2-4. Community scale factors influence on community acceptance of RES-E
technologies. Local attitudes, history, and culture determine initial level of resistance.
Community inclusion in technology selection, siting placement and decision makers’
understanding of community perceptions can create favorable environments for implementation.
Community acceptance includes economic, social, and political elements and increases when
equity and fair distribution of benefits occur.
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Figure 2-5. Technology innovation system. Here a RES-E technology first gains a foothold in
small, specialized niche markets. As benefits become recognized, technology diffusion moves to
a regional market. Here it gains wider popularity with consumers, and is better understood by
both financiers and policy makers. The technology then moves to a landscape market where it
competes directly with incumbent technologies. Here, RES-E, must overcome market inequality
challenges resulting from fossil fuel subsidies and inaccurate pricing where negative
environmental externalities are not included.
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CHAPTER 3:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM BOUNDARY

In this chapter, a System Dynamics approach to examine interactions between economic,
policy, societal, technological and environmental dimensions of an energy transition is
introduced. This chapter first introduces system dynamics modeling steps and then the
geographical and temporal boundaries of this study are defined.
3.1.

Systems Thinking and System Dynamics
Systems thinking is a holistic approach to problem solving, considering the entire system

and system interactions, rather than focusing on individual elements (Senge, 1997; Meadows
2008). A fundamental concept of system thinking is system behavior comes from its structure,
which is the system elements, as well as interactions, feedback loops, and time delays between
them (Meadows, 2008). Identifying problem behavior and appropriate solutions to complex
systems may not be intuitive because of such feedback loops and delays (Forrester, 1995).
Examining system structure and resulting behavior can provide novel insights into complex
problems (Senge, 1997).
System dynamics (SD) is a computer modeling and simulation methodology based in
systems thinking (Forrester, 1994). It is particularly robust at explaining system behavior, by
capturing system interconnectivities, identifying stock-flow relationships, distinguishing delays
and their impact on system behavior, and explaining how system structure results in system
behavior (Forrester, 1994; Sterman, 2000; Sweeny and Sterman, 2000).
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System dynamics was founded by Jay Forrester in the early 1960’s at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and initially applied to industrial and business systems. It is particularly
robust at linking together economic, political, social, technological and environmental elements,
and is well suited for examining the electricity industry, which has been defined as a ‘system of
systems’ with complex interdependencies between economics, technologies, and society (Pruyt,
2007). SD modeling links such elements together and can be used to examine their
interdependencies (Ahmed et al. 2016). SD is primarily a policy analysis tool, and has been used
to examine energy system response to RES-E policy incentives or carbon pricing (Sanchez et al.
2005; Aslani et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). SD has also been used to examine investment
decisions in new electricity generation capacity (Blumberga et al. 2016; Hou et al. 2015; Franco
et al. 2015; Vogstaad, 2005), or supply-demand imbalances (Hu et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2006).
SD models can include management tools, or ‘flight simulators’. These allow policy makers to
explore a variety of investment decisions, incentivization mechanisms, and carbon taxes (Kilanc
and Or, 2006; Dyner, 2009).
3.2.

System Dynamics Modeling Process
This study utilizes the standard four-step system dynamic modeling process first

introduced in 1999 (Sterman, 2000). The following sections detail the problem articulation,
model formation, model testing, as well as post validation scenario design and evaluation steps.
3.2.1 Problem Articulation
Articulating a clear, concise problem is the most critical step of the SD modeling process,
as subsequent steps depend on it. A well articulated problem will include (a) a clearly defined
problem statement, (b) identification of critical problem elements i.e., stocks, flows, as well as
exogenous and endogenous elements, and (c) the geographical and temporal time boundaries.
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3.2.2 Model Formation
3.2.2.1 Causal Loop Diagram
Problem articulation should clearly identify undesirable system behavior. The SD
modeler then gathers adequate knowledge to have a deep understanding of the problem. This
knowledge is used to create causal loop diagrams (CLD), and stock flow diagrams (SFD). A
CLD identifies causality, and a SFD mathematically represents system structure. A CLD
graphically portrays causality between system elements by connecting them together with arrows
and polarity signs. If two elements are connected with a positive (+) arrow, then a change in the
element at the arrow’s base will induce a same direction change in the element at the head of the
arrow. Here, cause and effect move similarly, an increase will cause an increase, and a decrease
will drive a decrease. Connecting two elements by a negative arrow (-) indicates the element at
the base of the arrow induces an opposite change in the element at the head. A negatively signed
arrow specifies cause and effect move in opposite directions. An increase in the first will cause a
decrease in the second.
Figure 3-1 is a CLD of feedback loop formed by connecting elements together. This is a
generic structure of diffusion, and as the number of Potential adopters of solar home systems
(SHS) increase, it drives a rise in adoption rate, which reduces then number of potential adopters.
The clockwise arrow surrounding the minus sign (-) indicates a balancing loop, which is an
opposing force slowing initial behavior. As adoption rate increases, the adopters of SHS
increase, which drives an increase in Adoption rate. The positively signed circular arrow (+)
indicates a reinforcing feedback loop, driving exponential behavior.
A reinforcing loop will ultimately encounter some factor that limits growth. In Figure 31, connecting adoption rate to adopters of SHS creates a balancing feedback loop, indicated by a
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negative sign (-) or a (B). As the adoption rate increases, so do the adopters of SHS, which then
slows the adoption rate.
Delays are critical SD model components, separating cause and effect over time. Delays
are due to system inertia, and result in behavior that over, or undershoot desired behavior.
Exceeding a desired behavior, coupled with a delay in system response to that condition, creates
oscillations as the system continually attempts to adjust to an incorrect state. Delays may be
material, such as the time required to construct new electricity generation capacity. There are
also information delays. An information delay is the change in electricity demand when
electricity price changes.
3.2.2.2 Stock and Flow Diagram
A causal loop diagram represents system structure and causality; a stock and flow
diagram is used to mathematically define relationships between system elements. A stock is an
accumulation over time, which can only be changed by flows into, or out of it. Stocks are critical
SD modeling components because they represent the system state at any given time. Stocks also
function as buffers in a system, allowing inflows and outflows to act independently of each other
(Meadows, 2008). Each stock is an ordinary differential equation (see Eqs. 3-1 and 3-2). Figure
3-2 is a stock-flow diagram representing basic SHS diffusion structure and behavior.
Stock ! =
or

!
!!

Inflow! − Outflow! dt + Stock !!

dStock !

dt = Inflow! − Outflow!

(3-1)
(3-2)

An initial condition should be set for all stocks; all other variables should be quantified
with equations or values.
The CLD’s and SFD’s in this study were constructed using Vensim® computer modeling
software. Vensim® is a commercially available system dynamics software program allowing the
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modeler to graphically portray and mathematically define relationships between variables. It was
selected over other programs, as it simplifies complex system modeling, offers multiple
integration methods, and has both sensitivity analysis and optimization functions.
3.2.3 Model Testing
Any computer simulation of real-world events is by necessity an oversimplification of
reality. To ensure such simplification does not create incorrect behavior, a SD model must pass a
series of tests that validate model outputs actually replicate system behavior. This study uses a
three-step process validation proposed by Barlas (1996). See Figure 3-3 for validation process
work flow.
3.2.3.1

Basic Structure Testing
The structure of a system such as elements, interdependencies, feedback loops and delays

result in system behavior. In structural testing, structure refers to causality, mathematical
relationships between elements, and unit consistency in equations. The first validation test a
model undergoes is a comparison between model structure, and real system structure gained
from literature, government publications, grey and white papers, or interviews with subject
matter experts. A structural test does not include any model simulation.
3.2.3.2

Structure-Orientated Behavioral Testing
If a model passes the basic structure test, then the next test examines structure related

behavior. A model is first subjected to extreme condition testing. Here, a model is simulated
under an extreme or highly unlikely condition. If the simulation produces inaccurate behavior
patterns, then the underlying structure must be revised and retested. If the simulation produces
expected real world behavior, then it is considered sufficiently robust to pass the test.
After passing a structure-orientated behavioral test, a sensitivity analysis is then
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performed. Selected parameters are varied from -20% to +20% using a Monte Carlo method with
a uniform distribution. If model behavior responds similarly as a real system when the values of
sensitive parameters change, then the model passes the test. If not, then the underlying structure
needs to be reiterated, and then returned to the beginning of the model testing process (Please
refer back to Figure 3-3).
3.2.3.3.

Behavior Testing
After passing the structural tests, a model’s output must be compared to the real world

system it is simulating. SD is used to examine behavior patterns, and is not an adequate
methodology for making single time point predictions. A SD model with output that closely
mimics the behavior pattern of a real world system is considered to be sufficiently accurate for
use in the scenario design and evaluation process. Because broad behavior patterns are
examined, mean-square-error (MSE) and inequality statistics are used (Sterman, 1984). See
Equations 3-3 through 3-6.
!

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ! (𝑋! − 𝑋! )!
𝑈! =
𝑈! =
𝑈! =

!!! !!!!
!"#

!!! !!!!
!"#
!(!!!)!! !!
!"#

(3-3)
(3-4)
(3-5)
(3-6)

In the above equations, MSE is mean-square-error, a measure of the difference between
estimated and true values, n is the number of data points; X is the parameter value at time t. X is
the average value of the parameter over the data series. S is the data series standard deviation, r is
the degree to which the data and the simulation covary, U ! is a measurement of bias between the
simulated and actual data, U ! measures the degree of unequal variation between two datasets,
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and U ! is unequal covariation, a measure of the degree of divergence between actual and
simulated point-by-point data.
If MSE is less than 10%, then the behavior test is passed. If MSE is greater than 10%, but
50% of the error is the result of unequal covariation (U ! >50% and U ! +U ! <50%) then the test is
also passed (Sterman, 1984). If not, the model structure needs revision and a complete retesting.
3.2.4 Scenario Design and Evaluation
Once a model has passed all structural and behavioral tests, different approaches to
solving the problem are simulated. These scenarios explore possible future system behaviors
resulting from changes in inputs, and are not intended to provide single time point predictions.
3.3. System Boundary
3.3.1 Spatial Boundary
The spatial boundary of this study is confined to fossil fuel based, and renewable energy
technologies electricity generation capacity within California (CA) of the United States of
America (as shown in Figure 3-3). This study focuses on two scales of generation: utility scale
electricity production, with power plants of 500 megawatts (MW) or greater, and small-scale
distributed generation capacity of four kilowatts (kW). A systems dynamic model of electricity
generation capacity will be created to examine system behavior at both scales.
There are a number of reasons California is an excellent case for studying the dynamics
of electricity generation capacity. The majority of California’s electricity production depends on
fossil fuels, primarily natural gas. However, there are several clean technologies in the energy
mix, and 20% of all production comes from renewable sources. Large hydropower is responsible
for just over one-half of this, with wind, solar thermal or photovoltaic (PV), geothermal and
biomass/waste-to-energy accounting for the rest (CEC 2002-2007; Nyberg, 2009; CEC 2018a-h).
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See Figure 3-4.
California is the largest U.S. state economy (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2016),
and is ranked as the state with 2nd highest energy demand in the U.S. (U.S. EIA 2017). CA also
has one of the lowest per capita energy demands, despite being a U.S. leader in energy intensive
industries (U.S. EIA 2015). While the U.S. per capita energy usage increased 50% over the last
30 years, California’s has remained relatively stable (Mitchell, 2008).
While per capita usage has been stable, California electricity demand has been growing
steadily. The years between 1990 and 1999 saw a 1.38% annual demand growth; the 15 years
between 2000 and 2015 grew at a slower 0.49%. The growth forecast to 2020 is 1.09% and from
2020 to 2028 is 1.28% (CEC, 2018j). See the following Figure 3-5. To meet demand, California
must either purchase electricity, or construct new power plants. Currently, close to 25% of
California’s electricity demand is satisfied by out-of-state power plants (U.S. EIA, 2015b). This
study will examine in-state new electricity generation technology investments in natural gas,
coal, oil (petroleum), or PV technologies. The purpose is to examine energy transition dynamics
between mature fossil fuel and renewable energy technologies.
A number of socio-technical elements influence new electricity generation capacity
investments. One of the most critical is the higher capital costs of renewable energy technologies
compared to those of fossil fuels (Gottshamer and Zhang, 2016). Investment decisions in new
renewable energy capacity build out require some form of financial support.
State and federal support for renewable energy technologies date back to the early
1970’s. The ‘Arab Oil Embargo’ of 1973, and a second energy crisis of 1978-79, resulted in the
U.S. Congress passing ‘Public Law 95-618’, otherwise known as ‘The Energy Tax Act’. This
created tax credit incentives for solar water and space heating, home weatherization or insulation
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programs, and energy efficient appliances (Go Solar California, 2018). The embargo also
changed the way federal energy tax incentives were used, shifting from oil and gas industry
support, to providing credits for renewable energy technologies (Lazzari, 2008). A bottom up
approach incentivizing energy efficiency, together with a top-down approach of federal energy
tax credits for renewables stimulated the renewable energy technology industry.
California has been a leader in U.S. energy efficiency and renewable energy programs
since the 1970’s. The bottom up energy efficiency regulations enacted by the California Energy
Commission (CEC), and the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) between 1970 and
2004, saved the state 40 gigawatt hours of electricity. This is approximately 15% of annual
production (CPUC and CEC, 2006). These savings amounted to 24 power plants of 500 MW, or
the electricity required to power 3.8 million homes (CPUC and CEC, 2006).
At the utility scale, top down federal energy incentives drove renewable energy
electricity generation capacity expansion. Although wind power technologies took advantage of
these incentives, the focus of this study is on solar PV. California’s first PV plant was installed in
1983. This 6 MW plant was followed by a second, 1 MW plant in the Mojave Desert north of
San Bernadine. A second 1 MW plant was constructed near Sacramento in 1984 (Go Solar
California, 2018). After the 1998 deregulation of electrical utilities, the CEC was charged with
creating a ‘Renewables Energy Plan’ intended to increase renewable energy electricity
production statewide (CEC, 2018i). Four years later, California instituted its first Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS). A RPS is legislation requiring a set percentage of total electricity
production to come from renewable energy technologies. California’s renewable energy policies
are aggressive; the initial RPS was set to 20 percent in 2020. After review, this was rolled
forward to 2010; a new 2020 RPS goal of 33 percent was enacted in 2011, and a 2030 RPS goal
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of 50 percent was signed into law in 2015 (CEC, 2018i).
To meet these aggressive RPS goals, significant percentages of new electricity generation
capacity must be one of the available renewable energy technologies. California is an ideal study
area for in-state new electricity generation investments with a focus on both large, utility scale
plants, and small-scale systems intended for powering a single home.
3.3.2. Temporal Boundary
This study utilizes a 60-year time period from 1990 to 2050. Available data from 1990 to
2003 will be used for model calibration. The model will be validated with data from 2004 to
2018. Scenario analyses will be conducted for times later than 2018. This gives a 28-year
calibration and validation period, and a 32-year simulation time horizon. This modeling horizon
aligns with published system dynamics electricity market modeling. Additionally, such extensive
simulation periods have been conducted in prior energy modeling (Niall, 1976) and are suitable
for two reasons: the first is lengthy time periods are required to include the emergence of
problem behavior and symptoms, while the second is to capture delays and indirect effects of
policy interventions (Sterman, 2003).
3.4.

Data Sources
Data used to populate the model come from the U.S. Energy Information Agency,

California Energy Commission, California Public Utilities Commission, and related literature.
See Table 3-1 for a list of main variables and data sources.
Table 3-1. Main Variables and Data Sources.

Main Variables

Data sources
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Table 3-1. (Continued)

Installed electricity generation by capacity

Net present value of each technology
GHG emissions per unit electricity generated
Available election cycle lobbying
Risk factors of new capacity investment
Advocacy Coalition Framework Model
structure
3.5.

Annual capacity generation reports from:
California Energy Commission (CEC).
Energy Information Agency (EIA):
http/www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_
data/electricity_generation_pre_2001.html#19
83
EIA historical fuel prices, technology capital
costs, financing costs, learning curves,
operating and maintenance costs from
literature
Deluchi, 1991.
OpenSecrets.org
Santos et al. 2014
Mueller, 2012.

Chapter Summary
System dynamics focuses on system structure to provide insight on problem behavior.

This study will use the standard four-step modeling process. The first, and most critical step of
problem articulation will define the model purpose and key variables. This will be followed by
model formation; where causal loop mapping, stock-flow diagramming and variable
quantification occur. The third step is model testing, where increasingly rigorous processes test
the structure, structure orientated behavior and finally system behavior. After model testing
scenario design and simulation is conducted to examine the impact of policies intended to
mitigate problem behavior. The study area is natural gas, coal, oil (petroleum), and PV electricity
generation capacity within the state of California. The model uses an annual time step from 1983
to 2100.
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Figure 3-1. CLD of diffusion model structure. In this figure, the arrows connect elements
together. If the arrow has a positive (+) sign, the element at the arrow tail drives same direction
change in the element at the arrowhead. A negatively signed arrow (-) will induce opposite
direction change between the two elements. A circular arrow with (-) sign indicates a balancing
feedback loop, or forces that oppose initial behavior. A positively signed (+) arrow indicates a
reinforcing feedback loop where initial behavior is amplified. In this example reinforcing and
balancing feedback loops exhibit exponential growth and decay.
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Figure 3-2. Illustration of system behavior. Boxes represent system stocks of both potential and
actual adopters, which vary over time. The adoption rate is the rate variable changing the
adoption flow, and flows are integrated with ordinary differential equations. This archetypal
innovation diffusion behavior is shown in the behavior over time graphs, where the potential
adopters (red), and adopters (blue), show S-shaped growth and decay
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Figure 3-3. Map of the State of California with
operational power plants, 2018. California Energy
Commission. Use of this figure is permitted as
government publications are in the public domain.
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Figure 3-4. Percentage of California Electricity production by technology 2000 – 2016.
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Figure 3-5. California historical and projected electricity demand,
1990 to 2028.
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CHAPTER 4:
THE INFLUENCE OF ENDOGENOUS POLICY FORMATION ON ELECTRICITY
GENERATION CAPACITY EXPANSION: A SYSTEM DYNAMICS SOCIOTECHNICAL ENERGY TRANSITION MODEL1.

This chapter details the formation of a system dynamics model that integrates Advocacy
Coalition Framework theory into existing electricity capacity expansion models to examine the
effect of competing pro-fossil and pro-renewable interests on policy formation.
4.1.

Introduction
Fossil fuels are the primary energy source for electricity generation, accounting for 63

percent of U.S. production (EIA, 2017), and 61 percent of global production (BP, 2018).
However, fossil fuel combustion creates air pollution, acid rain, and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (Bilen et al. 2008). In the U.S., over one-fourth of GHG emissions are from electricity
generation (Pachuri et al. 2015). With a clear link between fossil fuel sourced electricity
generation and environmental damage; decarbonizing the electricity system is a critical
component of climate change mitigation (Pachuri et al. 2015). There are a number of renewable
energy sourced electricity (RES-E) alternatives. However, using RES-E to meet the entire
demand currently served by fossil fuels requires a complete electricity system transition.
For the purpose of this research, an energy transition is defined as a societal scale
______________________
1

Chapter 4 has been submitted as a journal article. That article includes redundant information
previously presented in this dissertation, and as such, has been omitted from this chapter.
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replacement of all “components related to production, conversion, delivery, and end-use” of the
electricity generation system with an alternative (Allwood et al. 2014). Transitioning to a noncarbon electricity system will transform generation, transmission, and end-use behavior patterns
(Sovacool, 2016). From an energy transition perspective, electricity production and consumption
is viewed in three mutually interdependent, socio-technical silos. The first is techno-economic;
characterized by energy conversion, energy flows and the economics of energy markets. The
second contains socio-technical qualities of an energy system; how a technology is implanted
within society, and the values, norms and behaviors influencing consumption. The third is
political, and includes processes of implementing energy policies (Bolwig et al. 2019; Turnheim
et al. 2015; Cherp et al. 2018). The silos are independent, but actions within each influence the
others. Interdependencies between techno-economic, socio-technical and political action silos
result in complex, non-linear transition dynamics in RES-E diffusion rates (Geels et al. 2016),
technological innovation (Bolwig et al. 2019), and end-use behavior (Geels et al. 2017).
Managing energy transition dynamics depends on understanding these interdependencies better
(Bolwig et al. 2019).
There are a number of methodological approaches for studying energy transitions. The
first takes a techno-economic perspective to examine economics and energy. In this approach,
computer modeling of economic-energy systems is common, and traditional linear/non-linear
programming or general equilibrium economic methodologies seek to optimize an objective
function under constraints. Modelers simulate future trajectories of energy systems based on
current or forecasted challenges such as climate change, carbon emission taxes, or energy
insecurity. The second applies sociology, history and evolutionary economics to the socio-techno
silo, while the third uses political science and political economy to examine political actions
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(Turnheim et al. 2015; Bolwig et al. 2019). While the techno-economic perspective has been
broadly represented in energy transition research (Pina, 2016), both the socio-technical
(Sovacool, 2016), and political action (Cherp et al. 2018) silos are under-represented. (A
complete review of transition theory and methodological approaches are outside the scope of this
dissertation chapter, please refer to Bolewig et al. 2019; Cherp et al. 2018; Geels et al. 2016;
Turnheim et al 2015; Li et al. 2015; Geels et al. 2008; and Geels, 2002 for excellent discourse on
this subject.)
While traditional energy system modeling is common, it has been criticized for two
reasons. First, integrated energy-economy-climate models assume actors have complete
information and behave rationally, and instantaneous system equilibrium can be achieved
(Fiddaman, 2002). This ignores the reality of energy transition complexities (Bolwig et al. 2019).
Second, quantitative modeling lacks political, behavioral and social elements critical to
understanding transition dynamics (Li et al. 2015). To complement traditional energy system
modeling, system dynamics (SD) provides a more realistic energy transition representation. SD
is able to model disequilibrium energy-economy-social systems including perceptual delays,
endogenous technological change, and feedback impacts with behavioral rules (Bolwig et al
2019). SD is unique in its capacity to incorporate socio-technical information and decision
feedback loops (Ford, 1997), allowing a model to reproduce endogenous behavior by updating
itself as information and decisions change the system under study (Bolwig et al. 2019).
This study employs SD to extend current energy transition knowledge in two ways. First,
SD energy system models were critically reviewed to identify feedback loops in technoeconomic, socio-technical, and political action research silos. Identified knowledge gaps were
then incorporated into a SD energy system model grounded in advocacy coalition framework
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(ACF) allowing an examination of endogenous policy formation. The remainder of this
manuscript is structured as follows. Section two provides a background of SD methodology and
a literature review of previous SD electricity system models. Section three details the SD model
capturing California energy transition dynamics between natural gas, photovoltaic (PV), oil and
coal electricity generation technologies. Outcomes from simulation scenarios are discussed in
section four. Section five provides a conclusion/discussion and outlines future work in sociotechnical energy transition (STET) modeling.
4.2. System Dynamic Electricity System Modeling Literature Review
4.2.1. Energy system modeling
Energy system modeling explores possible future outcomes of current energy system
decisions through scenario analysis. Scenarios incorporate the deep uncertainties of future
systems including energy security, fuel price volatility, economic incentivization or penalties,
technological innovation, and climate change. There is a rich history of energy system modeling
extending back to the 1970’s. Such models have evolved over time; first addressing Arab Oil
Embargo energy security concerns of the 1970’s, then moving to energy-economy issues in the
1990’s and later tackling energy-economy-climate topics in the 2000’s. A complete review of
SD and traditional quantitative modeling for energy system optimization lies outside the scope of
this manuscript; please refer to Pina, 2012; Clements, 2016; and Ahmed et al. 2016 for further
information.
4.2.2. System Dynamics Model Literature Search
This literature search was not intended as a review of modeling topics, but to analyze and
identify feedback loops used in current SD energy system models. The search employed Web of
Science and SCOPUS, with the key words: renewable AND (energy OR electricity) AND
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dynamic* AND (model OR simulation). The search was limited to English and after the year
2000. Web of Science originally returned 4843 manuscripts and was refined by energy fuels,
green sustainable science technology, economics, multidisciplinary engineering and social
science. This resulted in 2439 manuscripts considered for inclusion. SCOPUS initially returned
6695 manuscripts. These were refined by energy, social science, and economics categories,
leaving a total of 3522.
All 5961 manuscripts were assessed based on the title, abstract or conclusion/discussion
containing evidence of system dynamic modeling of electricity systems. This resulted in 82
manuscripts, which were thoroughly reviewed for feedback loops. Of these selected for final
review, 19 were excluded for a lack of published model structure or the purpose was not relevant
to the review. This left a total of 61 manuscripts. The author believes the searches returned a
representative sample of the literature. Please refer to supplementary information for a complete
list of manuscripts included in this review.
4.2.3. Classification of System Dynamics Models
The SD electricity system models identified in the literature review can be classified into
six categories based on their purpose. These are General Capacity Expansion Models (GCE),
Policy Assessment Models (PAM), Group Model Building (GMB), Societal Modeling (SOC),
Technology Evaluation Models (TEC), and Flight Simulator Models (FLT). The following
sections discuss each category’s feedback loops, and provide a CLD where possible.
4.2.3.1

General Capacity Expansion Models (GCE)
GCE models comprised 25 of the 61 included for review. These models analyze

electricity generation technology investments required to meet future demand. Profitability
assessments are conducted under various technology/economic scenarios and investment
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decisions are then made based on investor risk comfort/aversion. A number of these studies
examine investor behavior in light of supply-demand dynamics. Gary and Larsen 2000 found a
feedback loop between electricity demand and profitability of a technology, ultimately impacting
investments in that technology. Ford 2001 found supply-demand imbalances creating feedback in
profitability analyses and subsequent investment decisions. These resulted in boom-bust cycles
for California’s electricity capacity expansion. Vogstad 2005 examined feedbacks influencing
electricity capacity expansion. Included were demand-supply imbalances, economies of scale or
learning curves’ impact on investment decisions, and resource depletion on profitability. Tan et
al. 2010 provided a decision tool based on a simulation of fuel costs, operation & maintenance
expenses, and tax credits feedback to profitability and investment decisions. Jäger et al. 2009
created a similar decision tool for the German electricity market that included influence of
learning curves, resource depletion, and feed-in-tariffs on capacity acquisition decisions. Pereira
and Saraiva, 2013; Blumberga et al. 2016; and Qudrat-Ullah 2013, all included electricity pricing
as a feedback to profitability.
GCE models focus primarily on profitability assessments for new capacity investments
and as such, employ a similar system structure as illustrated in Figure 4-1. In this CLD, when the
supply-demand gap increases, the technology is more profitable, prompting further investment in
that technology. As that technology comes on line and begins producing electricity, the supplydemand gap shrinks, ultimately reducing the profitability. In GCE models, critical feedbacks
influencing investments into new capacity are primarily economic or technological in nature.
Fifteen of the 25 include the influence of supply-demand dynamics on profitability and
subsequent investment decisions. Eleven consider positive and/or negative economic feedbacks
resulting from incentivization mechanisms and/or carbon tax policies. Given the research goal of
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examining electricity capacity investments under economic uncertainties, it’s not surprising to
see a lack of socio-technical elements. However, there are a number of social science topics that
need addressing. SD modeling of Not-In-My-Backyard (NIMBY) attitudes, policy resistance to
repealing fossil fuel subsidies, and RES-E investment behavior under climate change risk may
provide deeper insight on energy transition dynamics. Please see Sovacool, 2016, for a review of
social science topics lacking in energy research.
4.2.3.2.

Policy Assessment Models (PAM)
This category contained 30 out of the 61 reviewed models. PAM models typically expand

GCE structure by adding economic impacts of specific RES-E policies on uptake as illustrated in
Figure 4-2. In this structure, RES-E policies lower technology costs, increasing their profitability
and driving investments.
Kilanc and Or 2008 investigated investment decisions in a decentralized electricity
market. The authors found RES-E investment responded to feedback from electricity price,
supply-demand dynamics and economic signals from policy mechanisms such as subsidies or
carbon taxes. Hou 2015 added to this supply-demand feedback by modeling wind capacity
investments in China. The author identified complementary feedbacks of renewable energy
portfolio and a feed-in-tariff aided RES-E uptake. Ochoa and Van Ackere 2009 modeled various
policy changes on Switzerland’s electricity capacity expansion, finding the intensity of policyeconomic feedback and subsequent RES-E uptake depended on the specific policy implemented.
Alishaha et al. 2012 modeled feedback between economic incentives, and recuperation of RES-E
investment costs. The authors found the manner in which incentives were structured influenced
investment strategies.
PAM examines the impact of common RES-E favorable policies such as feed-in-tariffs,
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renewable energy portfolios, and carbon or emission taxes, on technology uptake. Understanding
policy influence on RES-E diffusion is critical to a successful energy transition; however, there
are unexplored socio-technical and political action topics relating to policy formation. On the
socio-technical side, exploring the influence of green advocacy on policy-making would provide
greater clarity on transition dynamics. On the political action side, investigating fossil fuel
resistance to renewables through political donations/political lobbying may provide insight on
inconsistent policy-making and subsequent investment risk analyses.
4.2.3.3.

Group Model Building (GMB)
SD group model building is the process of incorporating modeling experts and

stakeholders involved in the system of study to collaboratively guide an organization’s strategic
aims (Berhard, 2010). Of the 61 models included in the review, only two used group model
building, and of these, only 1 addressed utility scale RES-E implementation. Château et al. 2012
included local residents in modeling ecological and socio-economic impacts of an offshore wind
farm. The authors included feedbacks between ecological factors (birds, dolphins, and fish
stocks), economic factors (fishing industry profits), and societal factors (recreational fishing and
ecosystem service satisfaction). The study focused on local environment/community impacts and
lacked techno-economic dynamics of RES-E implementation. It is striking to observe the small
number of grid-scale RES-E studies including community perceptions, ecological factors, or
socio-economic wellbeing factors. The single model in this category highlights a knowledge gap
on community inclusion in grid-scale RES-E implementation. Further research in this subject,
where RES-E project developers and recipient communities work collaboratively, may result in a
greater understanding of NIMBY, and a reduction in community resistance to new projects.
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4.2.3.4.

Societal Modeling (SOC)
This category focuses on social science modeling of consumer perceptions or

preferences. Two of the 61 models included these topics, and both examined household scale
adoption of RES-E technologies. Dyner and Franco 2004 examined consumer’s perceptions and
bounded rationality on RES-E technology acquisition, namely energy efficient appliances.
Baharom, and Dahlan, 2017 examined willingness to pay and technological acceptance of solar
hot water heaters in Malaysia. The sparse number of manuscripts in this category reveals a sociotechnical knowledge gap on RES-E uptake, particularly at the grid-scale.
4.2.3.5.

Technology Evaluation (TEC), and Flight Simulator Models (FLT)
Each category included one manuscript for review. In the TEC model, Hu et al. 2012

focused on technological interactions between fossil fuel based electricity, and GHG reductions
from utility-scale pumped storage, where water is pumped uphill into a reservoir when electricity
is cheap, and released to generate electricity when prices are higher. This is primarily a dispatch
model, focused on grid management, and falls outside the purview of this study. In the FLT
model, Kilanc and Or 2006 constructed a GCE model allowing decision makers to examine
energy market investment decisions. The authors included the influence of conservative to highrisk investor behavior, low cost loans and carbon taxes on investment decisions.
4.2.3.6.

Literature Review Conclusion
The literature review clearly indicates a preponderance of techno-economic modeling

research, with 55 of the 61 manuscripts addressing economic-policy feedbacks to RES-E uptake.
These studies attempt to understand policy influence on RES-E profitability, and ultimately,
transition dynamics. Yet, a knowledge gap exists on feedbacks driving policy formation.
Historically, RES-E policy has been inconsistent, creating a barrier to greater investment
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(Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016).

RES-E policies are enacted and then allowed to expire,

creating investment uncertainty and risk, which drives up the cost of renewables. Ephemeral
policies suggest unexplored transition dynamics between pro-fossil and pro-renewable interests
competing for policy formation. Competition between these two occurs in both political action
and socio-technical silos, driving RES-E policy dynamics.
A political action driver of policy formation is technological lock-in. Lock-in occurs
when dominant technologies resist innovations through political lobbying efforts to preserve
favorable business environments (Hughes, 1987; Dangerman and Größler, 2011; Jacobsson,
2003). Fossil fuel special interest groups influence policy decisions (Castellani et al. 2013), yet
this policy formation feedback loop is lacking in SD energy system literature. Social activism’s
influence on policy has been extensively researched in other fields, yet is missing in SD
modeling literature. A socio-technical driver of policy formation is green advocacy coalition’s
political efforts to enact favorable pro-renewable policies. Of particular concern is the intensity
of coalition efforts in response to a changing climate. These missing feedback loops were
incorporated into the SD model developed in this study in order to gain a deeper understanding
of policy formation on transition dynamics.
4.3.

System Dynamics Model Formation
The study utilizes a standard four-step system dynamic modeling process introduced in

1999 (Ford, 1999; Sterman, 2000). The first step describes model formation in Section 4.3.1.
Here, the theoretical underpinnings for the energy transition feedbacks are provided. Section
4.3.2 explains the sensitivity analysis and model validation, 4.3.3 outlines scenario design and
4.3.4 details simulation results.
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4.3.1. Problem Articulation, Hypotheses, Model CLD, and System Boundary
As societies continue to search for improved energy sources, create new technological
solutions to energy problems, and implement them on large scales, a positive feedback loop is
generated by economies of scale, falling prices and technological innovation (Clement, 2016;
Grubler, 2012). This feedback cements the new technology deep into society’s framework
through a network of tightly coupled interdependencies between the current energy system,
society, and the economy.
These interdependencies create obstacles to change, variously labeled as ‘carbon lock-in’
(Unruh, 2000), ‘path dependency’ (Cairns, 2014), or ‘technological lock-in’ (Hughes, 1987).
Carbon lock-in obstacles are due in part to system inertia, and result from the long investment
cycles of energy production infrastructures (Lund, 2006). Large coal fired electricity generation
plants have a 50-year life span, and expecting early retirement and replacement with more
expensive RES-E is unrealistic (Clements, 2016). Path dependency occurs early in the roll out of
a novel technology, where small variations in timing, sequence, or options lead to significant and
often irreversible changes in outcomes (Cairns, 2014). Technological lock-in identifies active
resistance from incumbent technologies as they attempt to maintain dominance (Hughes, 1987).
It occurs when the primary energy industry employs both financial and political mechanisms to
maintain market share. In 2018, the U.S. electric power industry spent 60 million dollars on
lobbying efforts attempting to influence policy maker’s decisions (Open Secrets, 2018). This
model was created to address two dynamic hypotheses. The first hypothesizes technological
lock-in is the most significant barrier to RES-E technology diffusion and the second
hypothesizes that as climate change impacts rise, RES-E green advocacy coalition’s
effectiveness at influencing policy formation increases.
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The purpose of this model is to study energy transition policy formation. Supportive
RES-E policy is critical to technology uptake; and inconsistent policy-making has been identified
as a barrier to greater renewable energy investments. As policies are enacted, and then allowed to
expire, investment risk and uncertainty increase, influencing decisions on new electricity
capacity generation. This research addresses the knowledge gaps discussed in Section 4.2.4.6 by
adding missing socio-technical and political action feedback loops influential on policy
formation. Incorporating advocacy coalition framework (ACF) theory into a SD model allows
for more realistic transition dynamics where opposing pro-fossil and pro-renewable interests
compete to endogenously form policies. RES-E policy resistance from the political action silo is
represented by fossil fuel interest groups attempting to maintain favorable business environments
through political influence. This is accomplished by election campaign donations, and lobbying
efforts to sway policy maker’s decisions. Renewable energy coalitions are driven by societal
climate change concerns, and attempt to form policy by influencing decision makers, or by
electing pro-renewable decision makers. Figure 4-3 illustrates these novel feedback loops.
The technological lock-in loop is a dashed line starting with the element ‘generation
capacity’. Fossil fuel resistance to expanding RES-E market share intensifies as the percentage of
renewables increase. This stimulates fossil fuel industry’s lobbying efforts, and ultimately
reduces the pressure to enact RES-E favorable incentivization mechanisms. From the sociotechnical silo, societal pressures on RES-E uptake are included. Here the dotted line starts with
‘electricity production’. As the share of fossil fuel based electricity increases, so do GHG
emissions and climate change impacts. This increases social support and political lobbying for
RES-E, and ultimately increases pressure to enact RES-E incentives. Incentives modify the
profitability assessment, facilitating greater renewable energy technology diffusion. As RES-E
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policies have been shown to positively influence new capacity profitability analyses and
investment decisions, this model simplifies supportive policies into one general incentive used to
capture impacts on profitability.
4.3.2. Model Formulation
The following sections detail theoretical underpinnings used in model formulation.
4.3.2.1.

Electricity System Risk Assessments and Profitability Analyses
This sub-model uses investment decisions in electricity generation technology (natural

gas, PV, oil, or coal) to meet required new demand. Energy system investments differ from other
technology investments. First, they are considered irreversible due to the technology’s long
lifespans. Second, decisions must be made under a high degree of uncertainty. Third, there are
multiple technologies to choose from, each with its own set of associated risks (Santos et al.
2014). Given these considerations, there are a number of analysis tools to aid investment
decision-making; and some common applications are discussed below. There is scholarly debate
on the method best suited for energy system investments and a full review of these tools is
outside the scope of this manuscript, please refer to Santos et al, 2014; Strantzali and Aravossis
2016; and Dowling et al. 2017 for further background.
Evaluating an energy project’s ability to satisfy debt obligations, O & M expenses, and
yield a reasonable rate of return (IFC, 2015) is a requirement of new capacity financing. A
variety of methods may be utilized. Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is used to compare a wide
range of electricity generation technologies, and takes lifetime technology costs over lifetime
energy produced to determine a price per unit of energy delivered. However, this approach has
been criticized as inadequate for capturing the time varying value of electricity [(Dowling et al.
2017). Net present value (NPV) is a method for identifying an investment’s ability to yield
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profits, and is capable of including time-varying revenue streams such as electricity and
incentives. This has been evaluated as lacking investment flexibility; the ability to wait and
invest later as risk information becomes available (Santos et al. 2014). The internal rate of return
(IRR) is a discount rate making NPV of all future cash flows equal to zero. Weighted average
cost of capital (WACC) is the average cost of debt and cost of equity. WACC represents both a
required return and, minimum IRR for a new project. The purpose of this sub-model is not to
simulate actual investment decisions, but to capture essential energy-economic dynamics over
time. This model assumes there is no value in delaying an investment decision to wait as more
complete information becomes available, and NPV is used for its ability to incorporate revenue
streams from electricity sales and policy incentives, as well as fixed, operating, capital and
financing expenses. However, NPV was annualized (ANPV) across all four technologies in order
to compare time-varying values for each.
Energy capacity investments also carry a risk component. As risk increases, investors
require a higher return on investments, pushing project cost up (IEA, 2003). This makes risk
evaluations critical components in new electricity investment decisions (Wustenhagen 2012).
Evaluations of socio-economic risk can be classified into three categories (Fuss, 2012). The first
are market-based, and include fossil technology’s higher fuel costs, but substantially lower
capital costs than RES-E. The second is technological risk, based on the developmental stage and
availability of RES-E technologies. The third is policy risk including regulatory inconsistency
for RES-E supportive incentives (Fuss, 2012). All three categories were included; market risk is
addressed by initializing the model with technology specific capital costs, and by incorporating
fuel price volatility into the NPV. Technological uncertainty is addressed through endogenous
learning curve feedbacks into new capacity capital costs. Policy uncertainty manifests in
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electricity prices as risk premiums are passed through to consumers (Yang et al. 2008), as such,
political uncertainty is modeled through economic impacts of policy implementation. The
proportional average risk for each technology is included in the investment decision.
A significant body of research examines energy investment risk and investor behavior. A
full review of this lies outside the scope of this manuscript, please refer to the following for
information (IEA 2003 for types of risk, Wustenhagen and Manchetti 2012 for a discussion of
strategic choices, and Mignon & Bergek 2016 for insight on investor heterogeneity, societal
norms, and formal vs. informal institutions).
4.3.2.2.

Endogenous Policy Formation and Advocacy Coalition Framework
RES-E policies are critical to technology uptake (Jaccobssen and Lauber, 2006). Policies

are governmental priorities manifested as regulations or laws, and have been defined as political
solutions to societal problems (Makaard et al. 2016). Policy change is a critical component of
energy transition dynamics, and refers to the way in which policies are implemented, modified,
or discontinued. Policy change is a result of politics; the process of policy-making where
stakeholders negotiate, and interact to influence the types of policies implemented (Makaard et
al. 2016). However, policy-making is a non-rational process based on societal influences, values,
and cultural norms as well as a response to different pressure groups (Jaccobssen and Lauber,
2006). Burke and Stephens 2018 define an energy transition as an ‘unavoidably political’
process, contingent on dynamics between officials desire to be re-elected, and special interest
groups lobbying for beneficial policies (Oljemark, 2009). Lobbying is the attempt to influence
policy decision, either directly by changing decision maker behavior, or indirectly, through voter
behavior. Policy makers respond to a variety of influences from voters, financial contributors, as
well as special interest and advocacy coalitions (Dixit et al. 1997).
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This model employs the advocacy coalition framework (ACF) founded in 1988 (Sebatier
and Jenkins-Smith, 1988). In this framework, coalitions attempt to manipulate political decisions
in favor of desired outcomes (Weible et al. 2009). Advocacy coalitions are groups of actors who
collectively attempt to influence policy formation (Pierce et al. 2017). Groups coalesce from
actors who share similar belief systems and ACF theory postulates a three-level hierarchical
belief system (Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014). The most fundamental level and most resistant to
change are core beliefs, which are deeply held perceptions about the nature of reality. The least
critical level and most susceptible to change are secondary beliefs, which include perceptions
about policy regulation implementation or economic incentivization options. Between these two
are policy core beliefs, which are the most critical to coalition formation (Sabatier, 1998;
Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999). Jenkins-Smith et al. 2014 defines policy core beliefs as:

‘...basic policy orientation and value priorities, and the assessments of the
seriousness of the problem, its basic causes and preferred solutions for addressing
it...”
Belief systems pertaining to renewable energy transitions can be generally classified into
two categories. The first is a pro-economy and anti-science coalition prioritizing economic
benefits over environmental protection. This coalition strongly disbelieves in the validity of
climate change science (Kukkonen et al. 2017). The opposing coalition belief system strongly
favors industry regulation, environmental protection, and holds climate change science to be
factual (Kukkonen et al. 2017). Policy interventions are driven by the strength of the coalition’s
belief system. However, the ability to achieve preferred policies depends on the magnitude of
beliefs regarding the outcome, and resources available to sway policy makers. This model
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simulates pro-fossil and pro-renewable dynamics on energy policy formation. Here, pro-fossil
primary method for policy is through lobbying to elect pro-fossil policy makers. The prorenewable method is through green-energy advocacy coalition’s attempt to influence the types of
policies enacted.
There is a long history of ACF studying energy system activism and the Weible et al.
2009 review of ACF studies found the majority examined two-coalition dynamics. This research
examines the influence of policy formation dynamics on the pace of an energy transition as
measured by electricity generation capacity. Combining ACF with previous GCE model
structure allows critical societal dynamics of an energy transition to be examined. Please refer
back to Figure 3 for a review of model structure.
A complete review of common agency or advocacy coalition literatures is beyond the
scope of this manuscript. Please refer to Dixit et al. 1997, and Oljemark 2009, for common
agency, and Weible et al. 2009, Pierce et al. 2017, and Jaccobssen and Lauber 2006 for ACF.
4.3.2.3. Advocacy Coalitions
Policies are belief systems put into actions (Pierce et al. 2017). There are a variety of
beliefs motivating coalition action; some seek a transition from fossil fuels as a way to break
capitalism and free market ideology (Burke et al. 2018). Others are concerned with job creation,
environmentalism or sustainable development, and some focus on increasing renewables through
better incentivization mechanisms (Rennkamp et al. 2017). However, coalitions differ based on
institutional governance, and other cultural/organizational specifics. In high per-capita and
income countries such as the U.S., stakeholders tend to cluster into competing coalitions.
Kukkonen et al 2017, found a sharp ideological and political affiliation difference in energy
perceptions and subsequent activism. Here, Republican, pro-economy beliefs favor free-market
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enterprise, and prefer unregulated industries to environmental concerns. Democrats, and
international organizations such as the IPCC, have a belief system prioritizing climate policy,
even if it comes with negative economic impacts. Hess, 2014, found social movements coalesce
around renewable energy policies, forming green advocacy coalitions composed of laborenvironmental alliances, nascent renewable energy companies, and political constituencies
supporting green jobs. These have gradually become more successful, primarily through electing
pro-renewable energy policy makers (Hess, 2014). This model assumes green energy advocacy
coalitions have a belief system supporting climate policy, but are under-resourced economically.
As emissions from electricity generation rise, this coalition increases its attempts to influence
policy decisions. Concurrently, nascent RES-E business interests attempt to influence policy
decisions financially, primarily by providing support for advertising campaigns to sway public
perception against pro-fossil policies.
4.3.2.4.

Model Structure of Coalition Influence on Policy Formation
Figure 4-4 is a SFD of coalition dynamics, with pro fossil and pro-renewable coalitions

the two main stocks. The structure in this sub-model incorporates beliefs identified in the
previous Section 4.3.2.3.
Environmental protection concerns motivating advocacy coalition efforts are addressed
through the parameter ‘discrepancy between current and acceptable environmental conditions’.
Climate science perceptions are included by ‘science’s confidence in the problematic nature of
climate change’, incorporating a delay until the public is equally confident in the validity of
climate change science, and then incorporating the effect of public perception on climate change.
The parameter ‘effect of renewables diffusion on the political system’ is the ratio of RES-E to
total electricity generated. This is a proxy for public awareness of renewable energies as an
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option to fossil fuels.
These pro-renewable belief systems put pressure on the political system to implement
supportive RES-E policy. Opposing pressure is due to pro-fossil lobbying efforts influencing the
energy bias of elected policy makers; detailed in the following Section 4.3.2.5. These competing
coalitions vary the flow rate between the two power structures. The proportional power mix of
the pro-fossil and pro-renewable coalitions determines the intensity of RES-E policy
interventions.
4.3.2.5.

Fossil Fuel Special Interest Coalition
Fossil fuel interest groups seek to maintain favorable business environments. These are

comprised of coal, oil or natural gas industries, electricity generation companies, conservative
policy makers and think tanks (Hess, 2014). This coalition is assumed to have greater economic
resources available for influence than green energy coalitions and actively resist the transition
through political mechanisms, primarily in the electoral process by financial assistance to profossil candidates or political lobbying for favorable policies. In the U.S., the most influential profossil advocacy coalitions are energy companies, and political parties (Heikkila et al. 2019).
There is a long history of political influence exerted by the energy industry. In the last decade
fossil fuel special interest groups have influenced the attempt to repeal pro-renewable legislation
in 14 U.S. states (Energy and Policy Institute)]. The electricity industry has spent greater than
$80 million on lobbying annually since 2000 (Opensecrets.org, 2019).
4.3.2.6.

RES-E Special Interest Coalition
Transitions go through distinct phases as a technology moves from innovation to

widespread acceptance (Geels et al. 2002; Grubler, 2012). Techno-economic, socio-technical,
and political action interactions vary as the technology travels from new invention to market
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dominance. RES-E eventually moves out of an early invention phase into one capable of
competing against fossil fuel based electricity. Here, nascent RES-E business interests provide
RES-E with financial resources to counter fossil fuel funding (Hess, 2014). In this model,
financial influence is negligible prior to 2012 due to limited RES-E industry resources.
4.3.2.7.

Model Structure of Lobbying Influence on Policy Maker Elections
Figure 4-5 is a SFD of pro-fossil and pro-renewable special interest lobbying influence

on the type of policy maker elected to office. Pro-fossil or pro-renewable congress members are
two opposing stocks. Policy makers may be entirely pro-fossil, or pro-renewable. This binary
state changes as a result of lobbying pressures. Here, fossil interest’s lobbying against RES-E
depends on the financial resources each competing interest dedicates to manipulating policy
maker election. As fossil effectiveness increases, the likelihood of electing a pro-renewable
policy maker decreases. The Congress pro-fossil ratio of policy makers is an output to the policy
formation sub-model. The elements on the lower right form structure for the number of U.S.
elections held every two years.
4.3.3. Behavior Testing - Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation
Any computer simulation of real-world events is an oversimplification of reality, and
procedures exist to validate model behavior. Prior to scenario analyses, SD model testing and
validation ensures simulated behavior is a sufficiently accurate replication of the system under
study. Here, a four-step validation process proposed by Barlas, 1996 was used. This process tests
model structure by first evaluating mathematical formulation for dimensional consistency. If
passed, the model is then subjected to structure-orientated behavioral testing. In these tests,
extreme conditions are first simulated. A robust model will replicate real-world behavior when
extreme, or unlikely scenarios occur. If this results in erroneous behavior, the underlying
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structure is revised. After a model passes the extreme behavior test, a sensitivity analysis is
performed to determine if the model is sensitive to parameters hypothesized as influential on
system behavior. Following these tests, a model is then validated against the real world system.
4.3.3.1.

Sensitivity Analysis
Model behavior was hypothesized to be sensitive to the following transition dynamics;

technological lock-in from the political action silo as opposing energy interests compete for
policy formation, carbon lock-in from the techno-economic silo as the long life of fossil fuel
technologies reduce the transition rate, and socio-technical silo as green advocacy coalitions’
attempt to address climate change. A sensitivity analysis of 200 simulation runs was conducted.
Results from the sensitivity analysis indicated model behavior is sensitive to the percent
of income spent on political lobbying by both fossil and renewable energy interests. Technology
lifespan was also determined to drive transition dynamics. Table 4-1 lists the parameters
included in the sensitivity analysis, and the graphical output from the modeling software
Vensim® of all parameters, and simulations is shown in Figure 4-6. In this figure, natural gas,
PV, oil, and coal generation capacities are graphed between 1990 and 2060. Vensim® sensitivity
function visually represents simulation output distributions as colored bands. Here, 50 percent of
the simulation outcomes are in the yellow band, 75 percent are within the yellow and green, and
95 percent of within the yellow, green and blue bands. All 200 simulations are contained within
the gray bands.
Table 4-1. Parameters included in sensitivity analysis.
Transition

Baseline value

Min value

Max value

dynamics

and units

(-60%)

(+ 60%)

Parameter
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Table 4-1. (Continued).
Political action
Fossil income

1e-07

6e-08

1.6e-07

(technological
spend on lobbying

(dimensionless) (dimensionless) (dimensionless)
lock-in)

Percent renewable

Political action
0.00087916

energy income

0.000527496

0.001406656

(technological
(dimensionless) (dimensionless) (dimensionless)

spent on lobbying

lock-in)

Lifetime natural

Carbon lock-in

gas

30 yr.

12 yr.

48 yr.

50 yr.

20 yr.

80 yr.

30 yr.

12 yr.

48 yr.

1

0.4

1.6

(techno-economic)
Carbon lock-in

Lifetime Coal
(techno-economic)
Carbon lock-in
Lifetime Oil
(techno-economic)
Climate change
Intensity of public
and advocacy
perception on
coalition

(dimensionless) (dimensionless) (dimensionless)

climate change
framework
Climate change
Public perception
and advocacy

1

0.4

1.6

of environmental
coalition

(dimensionless) (dimensionless) (dimensionless)

conditions
framework
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4.3.3.2.

Model Validation
After passing structural behavioral tests, a model’s output is compared to the real world

system. SD is used to examine behavior patterns, and is not adequate for making single point
predictions. Because broad behavior patterns are examined, mean-square-error (MSE) and
inequality statistics (U ! , U ! , U ! ) are used (Sterman, 1984).]. U ! is a measurement of bias
between the simulated and actual data, U ! measures the degree of unequal variation between two
datasets, and U ! is unequal covariation, a measure of the degree of divergence between actual
and simulated point-by-point data. A SD model whose output closely mimics real world behavior
is considered sufficiently robust for the scenario design and evaluation process. If MSE is less
than 10%, then the behavior test is passed. If MSE is greater than 10%, but 50% of the error is
the result of unequal covariation (U ! >50% and U ! +U ! <50%) then the test is also passed [22]. If
not, the model structure needs revision and retesting.
This model was parameterized with California electricity data from 1990-2017. The
model was calibrated using data from 1990-2003; and validated from 2004-2017 with the above
statistical methods, which compared model output to actual electricity generation capacity by
technology. Table 2 is a summary of MSE between model output and actual system capacities by
technology. All technologies MSE are below 10%, and as a result the model is considered to
sufficiently replicate real-world system behavior and can be used for scenario design and testing.
Table 4-2 is a summary of MSE between model output and actual system capacities..
Table 4-2. Percent of Mean Square Error by electricity generation technology.
PERCENT MSE BY TECHNOLOGY
NGAS

PVE

OIL

COAL

1.46

0.39

1.25

1.18
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4.3.3. Model scenarios
To examine these dynamics, scenarios were created to vary pro-fossil and pro-renewable
competition for policy formation. Scenario 1 is a baseline of structure required to produce
validated model behavior. Scenario 2 removes fossil-lobbying efforts to manipulate the policy
formation process. Here, financial contributions to influence policy maker elections, and fossil
fuel subsidies were halted, and all other baseline structure left intact. Scenario 3 examines
technological lock-in, and intensifies pro-fossil lobbying efforts as greater shares of RES-E come
online. In this scenario, fossil industry financial contributions double when RES-E rises above
one-third of the total natural gas and solar capacity. Scenario 4 addresses green advocacy
coalition’s efforts on policy formation as climate change impacts increase. Because coalition
efforts depend on the belief of a changing climate, a ramp function increased the frequency of
climate change impacts, and random shocks were added to the rising intensity. Scenario 5
explores carbon lock-in by simulating early retirement of fossil electricity. Here, the lifespan of
natural gas technology was reduced by one-half. Both coal and oil generating technologies were
excluded in these scenarios. Coal was excluded because California started moving coal fired
plants out-of-state in the 2000’s, and began importing all coal-fired electricity. Oil was excluded,
as its share of California electricity generation is less than one percent, resulting in negligible
impacts on capacity expansion dynamics.
4.4.

Results

4.4.1. Endogenous Policy Formation and Energy Transition Dynamics Without Fossil Fuel
Lobbying
Removing fossil fuel lobbying’s attempt to influence elections impacts both the bias of
policy makers elected, and subsequent policies enacted. In this scenario, banning fossil fuel
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lobbying resulted in the decline of pro-fossil policy makers. Figure 4-7 illustrates the ratio of
U.S. pro-fossil to pro-renewables congress members. The baseline is in blue, and declines as the
share of PV grows exponentially, circa 2010. Under the NO FOSSIL LOBBY scenario, the red
line declines steadily, as the pro-fossil ratio of congress members shrinks. As the number of profossil policy makers diminish, the intensity of public policy interventions in creating renewable
energy incentives increase, as shown in Figure 4-8.
Policy formation dynamics then change in response to coalition power adjustments as
shown in Figure 4-9 In this figure, endogenous PVE policy formation is binary, with 1 and 0
representing the presence, or lack of a supportive RES-E incentive. The blue line represents
policy enactment in the baseline scenario, and demonstrates multiple ocillations between policy
enactment, and repeal or expiration. In the NO FOSSIL LOBBY scenario, the absence of fossil
industry resistance to RES-E changes policy formation dynamics. Here, the red line indicates one
RES-E policy enacted in 2013, which expires in 2030.
Changing policy dynamics then influence investment decisions, as the economic value of
incentivization and carbon tax policies are added or subtracted from the annualized net present
value (ANPV) calculation. Figure 4-10 illustrates the change in annualized net present value
calculation as political lobbying influences policy dynamics. As lobbying from fossil fuel
interests is removed, PVE ANPV, and subsequent profitability analysis increases. NGAS shows
an oposite trend of decreasing ANPV. It is important to note this model does not need to
replicate actual ANPV values, but should capture the dynamics of policy incentives on economic
evaluations and subsequent investment decisions.New electricity generation investments depend
on evaluations of a project’s ability to pay off debt and yield a profit. This model employed
ANPV as a profitability analysis. Risk assessments included market-based, technological, and
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policy risk categories identified from literature and discussed in Section 4.3. All four
technology’s individual ratio of the total for each category was calculated, and the average of all
three risk categories for each technology was used as a proportional allocation for investments in
new generation. Figure 4-11 illustrates electricity generation capacity dynamics based on
economic and risk assessments in response to policy changes. In the NO FOSSIL LOBBY
scenario (red), PVE capacity outpaces that of the BASELINE scenairo (blue). The opposite
trend ocurrs for NGAS capacity. Here, removing fossil fuel lobbying, and subsequent policy
formation, reduces capacity from the BASELINE scenario.
4.4.2. Capacity Expansion Dynamics Under Climate Change, Technological and Carbon Lockin Scenarios
All five energy transition scenarios are presented in Figure 4-12 for natural gas (NGAS)
capacity. All exhibit the lobbying, ANPV, political power influence and policy formation
dynamics illustrated in the previous section 4.4.1 Figure 4-12 clearly illustrates the influence of
policy formation competition on transition dynamics. Here, when fossil lobbying is removed (red
line), there is a drop in NGAS capacity from the baseline (blue). As fossil lobbying efforts
intensify in reaction to increased renewable energy market share, natural gas shows an increase
(gray) over baseline. As climate change impacts worsen, green advocacy coalitions increase their
efforts to manipulate policy, reducing natural gas (green) from baseline. When carbon lock-in
effects are examined, and the lifespan of natural gas technology’s lifespan is reduced from 30 to
15 years, a dramatic capacity reduction (black) occurs from baseline.
Figure 4-13 presents these same scenarios for photovoltaic (PVE) capacity. The absence
of fossil lobbying (red), and intensifying green advocacy coalition efforts (green) influence on
generation capacities exhibit an almost identical increase over baseline (blue). PVE capacity falls
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below baseline in response to increased fossil fuel lobbying efforts (gray). When carbon lock-in
is examined by halving the lifespan of natural gas technology (black), PVE experiences a
significant expansion over the modeling period.
4.5.

Discussion

The positive impact of renewable energy incentives on technology uptake has been well
documented, however the dynamics of policy formation on energy transitions is understudied
This research expands energy transition literature by modeling the influence of socio-technical
factors on policy formation. A critical review of SD energy models identified two missing
energy policy formation feedback loops. One is technologial lock-in, and results from fossil fuel
interests lobbing against a renewable energy transition. The second is socio-technical in nature,
where green advocacy coalitions attempt to influence policy away from fossil fuels. To address
this, the model developed based on advocacy coalition framework theory simulated the influence
of competing groups on policy formation. Simulation results show fossil fuel resistance to
renewable energy technologies slows transition rates, particularly when lobbying efforts
intensify as market share is lost. Intense fossil-based lobbying is effective at repealing renewable
inventives, resulting in policy instability. Inconsistent policy making is cited as a critical
challenge to a renewable energy transition, and additional research is needed to identify leverage
points minimizing technological lock-in on transtion dynamics.
The hypothosis that green advocacy coalition influence increases as climate change
impacts rise was disproven. Green advocacy coalitions have a positive, but much smaller impact
on energy transition dynamics than fossil fuel lobbying efforts, and their ability to negotiate
policy change in the face of overwhelming fossil-based lobbying was negligible. This is likely
due in part to their economic disadvantage compared with greater fossil fuel financial resources
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available for influencing policy maker decisions, or election outcomes. Because green advocacy
coalitons are unable to compete with fossil fuel special interests on policy formation with
incumbent decision makers, their success depends on electing pro-renewable decision makers.
This requires a grass-roots campaign driven by public sentiment, which hinges on societal
acceptance of climate science and change. Green advocacy coalitions may use this model to gain
understanding of where societal perceptions of climate change tipping points are, and the
pressure required to manifest political will in the face of fossil interest resistance.
Technological lock-in as the most significant barrier to RES-E technology diffusion
hypothosis was also disproved. Although fossil lobbying influence on policy formation and
subsequent new capacity investment decisions have a significant impact on RES-E technology
uptake; reducing carbon lock-in was more effective at accelerating a renewable energy transition.
Decreasing the life-span of carbon based technologies created an opening for policy dynamics to
stimulate renewable technology uptake. Simulating early retirement by halving the lifespan of
natural gas generation technologies, from 30 to 15 years, substantially impacted transition
dynamics. Policies aimed at incentivizing early retirement of current fossil generation plants may
provide greater transition rates than current policies intended to overcome RES-E market
inequalities. This is an important direction for new research, as early retirement of electricity
generation technologies has been considered unfeasible.
There are limitations to this study. Modeling is by necessity a simplification of the
system under study. Simplifying real-world systems and dynamics in order to simulate behavior
may bias outputs. This model was rigorously constructed, and passed stringent SD validation
processes, yet an unconscious bias may still be present. Another limitation is policy formation
sensitivity to certain model elements, namely the amount of financial resources devoted to
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lobbying efforts, and quantifying how those resources manifested as policy maker decisions.
This model followed the literature by using fossil campaign and lobbying contributions that
matched known quantities. The manner in which decision makers decided policy was an iterative
process, and used optimization functions built into the modeling software (Vensim) to minimize
the discrepency between simulated and actual generation capacity during the calibration period.
4.6.

Conclusion
Policy incentives are critical components influencing the transition to renewable energy

sourced electricity. A review of system dynamics electricity system models was conducted to
identify feedback loops critical to energy transitions. Current modeling efforts concentrate on
techno-economic topic; and focus on the influence policies have on the uptake of renewables.
However, important socio-technical feedback loops are missing. This research employes the
advocacy coalition framework to model competing pro-fossil and pro-renewable attempts to
influence energy policy formation. Key results indicate the dynamics of policy formation are
influential on energy transitions, as renewable incentives impact profitbility, and subsequent risk
analyses for investments in new electricity capacity generation. Lobbying influence on the
political process has long been recognized, but it’s application to transition studies is lacking. A
counter-intuitive finding comes from exploring carbon lock-in dynamics. Fossil fuel
technologies have a long life span, on the order of 30 to 50 years. Increasing the frequency with
which natural gas technologies turn over by reducing the long life-span drove a significant
reduction in fossil fuel based capacities, as new capacity requirements were filled by larger
shares of renewables. This is novel in transition studies, and highlights a direction for future
research. Another key finding is the inability of green advocacy coalitions to enact favorable
policy in the face of overwhelming fossil fuel resistence. This is likely due to the disparity
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between financial resources between the two.
4.7.
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Figure 4-1. Causal loop diagram of general capacity expansion models. A ‘plus’ symbol
indicates a positive interaction; if the value of the element at the tail of the arrow increases or
decreases, the value of the element at the head moves in a like manner. A ‘minus’ symbol
indicates a negative interaction; when the value of the element at the tail of the arrow increases
or decreases, the element at the head moves in the opposite direction. In this figure, when
electricity prices increase, electricity demand decreases. This decreases the supply-demand gap,
reducing profitability, and ultimately generation capacity and electricity supply. The double line
crossing the arrow between ‘Investment’ and ‘Planning and construction’ represents a time
delay.
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Figure 4-2. Causal loop diagram of policy analysis models. A ‘plus’ symbol indicates a positive
interaction; if the value of the element at the tail of the arrow increases or decreases, the value of
the element at the head moves in a like manner. A ‘minus’ symbol indicates a negative
interaction; when the value of the element at the tail of the arrow increases or decreases, the
element at the head moves in the opposite direction. Here, RES-E policies lower RES-E
technology costs, increasing their profitability assessment. Circular arrows with a ‘minus’ or
‘plus’ sign illustrate feedback loops. A minus sign, or balancing loop indicates feedback that
slows behavior. A plus sign, or positive feedback increases behavior of the connected elements.
Here, as electricity demand increases, production increases, driving down the supply-demand
gap, further decreasing price and creating more demand. The double line crossing the arrow
between ‘Investment’ and ‘Planning and construction’ represents a delay.
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Figure 4-3. Causal loop diagram of missing feedback loops in SD energy transition modeling.
Here, dashed lines represent technological lock-in through fossil fuel special interests lobbing
influence on policy formation. The dotted lines represent a novel socio-economic feedback loop
of green advocacy coalition activism. These dynamics are added to a GCE model and influence
the economics of profitability assessments for new electricity capacity expansion. The double
line crossing the arrow between ‘Investment’ and ‘Planning and construction’ represents a delay.
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Figure 4-4. Advocacy coalition sub-model. The two stocks are either pro-fossil, or prorenewable. Energy coalition beliefs driving pressure to provide renewable energy support are
perceptions of climate science validity, and necessary environmental protection. These are
modeled through ‘the public’s perception of mainstream science’s confidence the problematic
nature of climate science’, the ‘effect of the public’s perception of mainstream science on
indicated power’ and ‘discrepancy between current and acceptable environmental impact’. The
‘effect of renewables diffusion on political system’ is a proxy for public awareness of non-fossil
options, and awareness rises as the ratio of renewable electricity rises.
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Figure 4-5. Model SFD structure of lobbying influence on type of policy maker elected to
office. The boxes represent the binary state of either a pro-fossil, or pro-renewable policy
maker. The ‘likelihood of electing a policy maker favorable to renewable energy’ depends on
the effectiveness of fossil fuel lobbying efforts, which in turn is a function of financial
lobbying contributions made by both energy interests. The structure on the lower right
represents election cycles of the U.S. House and Senate.
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Figure 4-6. Sensitivity analysis of natural gas, PVE, oil and coal electricity generation capacities
to changes in model parameters. 200 hundred simulations were run with critical parameters
varied 60 percent above and below baseline values. 50 percent of the simulations are contained
within the yellow band, 75 percent within the yellow and green bands, 95 percent within yellow,
green, and blue bands. All 200 simulations are contained within the yellow, green, blue, and
gray bands.
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Figure 4-7. Simulation results for Congress pro-fossil ratio and power of the renewable energy
coalition between BASELINE and NO FOSSIL LOBBY scenarios. This shows the impacts on
the ratio of pro-fossil to pro-renewable U.S. Congress policy makers and the power of the
renewable energy coalition when fossil fuel lobbying influence is removed.
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Figure 4-8. Intensity of public policy intervention between baseline (blue) and NO FOSSIL
LOBBY (red). A clear increase in renewable energy policy enactment is shown
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Figure 4-9. Policy formation dynamics in response to coalition power dynamics. Policies are
binary, with a 1 and a 0 representing the presence or lack of a supportive RES-e policy. Blue is
the baseline, and exhibits multiple policy oscillations. In the NO FOSSIL LOBBY scenario
(red) the absence of fossil industry resistance to RES-E changes policy formation dynamics.
Here the red line indicates one RES-E policy enacted in 2013, and expiring in 2030.
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Figure 4-10 illustrates the change in annualized net present value calculation as political
lobbying influences policy dynamics. Baseline is in blue, and fossil fuel lobbying in red. In the
validated model, fossil fuel ANPV is higher than photovoltaics, and in the NO FOSSIL
SCENARIO, when lobbying is removed, drops to well below photovoltaics.
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Figure 4-11. Change in electricity generation capacity dynamics between BASELINE and NO
FOSSIL LOBBY scenarios. When pro-fossil lobbying is removed (red), PVE uptake outpaces
that of the baseline scenario (blue), while NGAS capacity falls.
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Figure 4-12. Natural gas capacity (NGAS) capacity under five modeled scenarios. Baseline is in
blue. Fossil lobbying removal, (red) and green advocacy coalition (green) intensity increase
show the same PVE capacity expansion over baseline (blue), and halving the lifespan of natural
gas technology to address carbon lock-in is in black.
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Figure 4-13. Photovoltaic electricity (PVE) generation capacity under five modeled scenarios.
Baseline is in blue. Fossil lobbying removal, (red) and green advocacy coalition (green) intensity
increase show the same PVE capacity expansion over baseline (blue), and halving the lifespan of
natural gas technology to address carbon lock-in is in black.
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CHAPTER 5:
STRATEGIES AND BEHAVOIR THAT INCREASE THE ADOPTION OF SOLAR
HOME SYSTEMS (SHS) 1

This chapter details a socio-technical system dynamics model of consumer solar home
system adoption. Based on theories of diffusion and planned behavior, the model includes factors
from the economic, policy, and technological dimensions. It also includes social factors such as
perceptions, technology knowledge, socio-demographical determinants, and perceived ability to
engage in adoption behavior.
5.1. Introduction
Over 60 percent of global electricity generation depends on fossil fuels as a primary
energy source (BP, 2018). However, fossil fuel combustion comes with negative environmental,
and climate change impacts (Bilen et al. 2008). In the U.S., close to 30 percent of total
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the result of electricity generation (Pachuri, 2015).
Recognizing the critical importance of decarbonizing electricity production, a global shift
towards renewable energy sourced electricity (RES-E) is underway.
This transition is most visible at a national level, with large, utility-scale solar
photovoltaic (PV), solar thermal, or wind installations. However, in the U.S., over 20 percent of
total energy demand is from households (U.S. Department of Energy, 2018), and within the
______________________
1

Chapter 5 will be submitted as a journal article. The article in prep includes redundant
information previously presented, and as such, has been omitted in this chapter.
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house, 43 percent of energy consumed is electricity (EIA 2018). Recognizing residential
electricity consumption as a critical component of decarbonizing electricity generation, a
national and state-level push is underway to transition households from utility-scale electricity,
to small-scale, distributed generation systems installed at the residence. There are number of
available options, however, this research focuses on solar home systems (SHS).
SHS are household scale PV systems typically installed on rooftops. A variety of sizes
from 3-10 kW allow a system to meet a range of energy consumptions, number of household
occupants, and house sizes (Fu et al. 2016). Although distributed generation photovoltaic
(DGPV) has experienced sharp increases in the last decade (REN21, 2018), there are still a
number of socio-technical challenges to diffusion (Karakaya and Sriwannawit, 2015). At the
household scale, DGPV must overcome barriers such as high capital costs (Balcombe et al. 2013;
Caird and Roy, 2015) or long payback periods (Scarpa and Willis, 2010), a low willingness to
pay (Balcombe et al. 2013), and a bewildering array of supporting policies (Burns and Kang,
2012). A number of demographical determinants influencing adoption have also been identified.
These include; age, education level, wealth, and electricity consumption (Ameli, and Brandt
2014; Islam, 2014).
Overcoming barriers is largely dependent on regulatory support, and a number of policy
incentives have driven a three-fold increase in U.S. capacity from 2013 to 2018 (SEIA, 2018).
However, as DGPV capacities grow, other macro-scale challenges manifest; these include
difficulties of integrating rising quantities of DGPV into current grid systems, problems of
allocating grid expenses between PV and grid-only customers, and rising costs of supportive
policies (da Silva et al. 2019). Given household-scale and macro-scale challenges associated with
DGPV diffusion, a case can be made for a critical analysis of factors influencing adoption rates.
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This research models California’s SHS diffusion from 2002 to 2050. Given the socio-technical
complexities found in DGPV adoption, a Bass diffusion System Dynamics (SD) model grounded
in diffusion of innovations, and planned behavior theoretical frameworks was constructed. SD is
a robust methodology capable of modeling socio-technical system interdependencies, and has
been applied to electricity systems at both utility and household scales. It is well suited to
examine elements influencing consumer SHS adoption.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows; Section 5.2 provides a literature
review of socio-technical motivations, barriers and socio-demographic determinants to investing
in distributed renewable energy generation technologies. There are a variety of theoretical
frameworks examining consumer’s investment behavior and adoption of SHS. Section 5.3
reviews theoretical frameworks for diffusion, and how they’ve been applied to SHS and
distributed renewable energy generation technologies. Section 5.4 details model formation and
testing. This begins with justification for a California case study, and is followed by a brief
review of system dynamics methodology, model validation and sensitivity analyses. Section 5.5
covers scenario design and analysis; results are discussed in Section 5.6, and a
discussion/conclusion is in Section 5.7.
5.2

Motivations, Barriers, and Determinants of Household Investment in Distributed
Renewable Energy Electricity Generation Technologies
Considerable adoption research has identified socio-demographic determinants, and

drivers of household investment decisions in renewable energy generation technologies.
Motivations and barriers are socio-technical in nature (Karakaya and Sriwannawit, 2015;
Bolcombe et al. 2013) and can be categorized into economic, political, environmental, and
societal dimensions. The economic dimension contains factors influencing the price consumers
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pay for SHS, including technology costs, policy incentives or income/savings resulting from the
decision to install. The policy dimension addresses the influence of political processes, and/or
policy influence on DGPV adoption rates. The environmental dimension includes consumer
concerns and willingness to invest in eco-friendly technologies. Societal dimension topics can be
categorized into two main areas, consumer perceptions’ influence on adoption behaviors, and
socio-demographic determinants of DGPV diffusion. Consumer perceptions include uncertainty
or mistrust about the technology, technology performance and complexity, or convenience
(Karakaya and Sriwannawit, 2015; Bolcombe et al. 2013). Other perceptions include how the
technology impacts home value or aesthetics (Balcombe et al. 2013). Socio-demographic
determinants influencing consumer’s decision to invest can be categorized as characteristics
related to the people living within the residence, and the residence itself (Kurdgelashvili et al.
2019). Motivations, barriers, and socio-demographic determinants are discussed in the following
sections.
5.2.1. Economic Dimension Barriers and Motivations
The primary economic barrier to SHS adoption is high capital costs (Balcombe et al.
2013). In 2014, the cost of an average sized SHS was close to $33,000 (MasSec, 2014), putting it
out of reach for most consumers (CEC/CPUC). However, there are two critical elements
influencing the price consumers pay for a system. First are the economics of PV, where roughly
50 percent of the installed price is hardware, and the other 50 percent are ‘soft costs’ such as
labor, taxes, or permitting fees (Hsu, 2014). PV hardware has experienced dramatic reductions
over the last decade. Utility scale PV costs have dropped 73 percent (REN21, 2018), and
residential systems have fell six to eight percent annually since 1998 (Feldman et al. 2014).
However, soft costs have remained relatively steady and only recently have begun decreasing
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(Hsu, 2018).

Even with price reductions, SHS still represents a substantial investment to

consumers (Schelley, 2014).
Research suggests the SHS market is entirely dependent on incentives (Burns and Kang,
2012). Incentives are the other elements influencing the price consumers pay for a SHS. They are
critical in the decision to invest (Cairn and Roy, 2010), and there are a number of household or
state level policies designed to overcome economic challenges. At the state level, a policy
intended to increase demand is a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) mandating the percentage
of renewables in the total supply. A supply-side incentive is a feed-in-tariff (FIT). This
incentivizes electricity producers by providing additional income for every unit of electricity
generated over a set number of years (Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016). At the household level, net
metering is a form of FIT for homeowners, creating income from selling excess electricity back
to the utility (Palm, 2018). A related motivation in consumer’s purchasing decision is the
economic benefits of avoided electricity bills a SHS offers. Another barrier to adoption is the
payback time required for DGPV (Balcombe et al. 2013). Rebates and tax credit incentives exist
to offset high capital costs and lower SHS payback times (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2019).
A recent market innovation is third-party ownership of the SHS (NREL, 2009). In this
arrangement, the system is installed on the house, but owned by a third-party who either leases
the equipment, or sells the electricity to the homeowner (Drury et al. 2012). Third party
ownership negates several barriers simultaneously. First economic barriers such as capital cost
and payback period are no longer borne by the homeowner. Second, technology risks in the
societal dimension are circumvented as the third party selects, and assumes responsibility for
SHS maintenance (Drury et al 2012).
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5.2.2. Political Dimension Barriers and Motivations
Policy is critical to overcoming economic barriers to DGPV diffusion, and research in
this area examines the influence of political processes or policies on adoption rates. At a macro
or national-level, inconsistent, or insufficient policy enactment is a significant barrier to adoption
(Zhai, 2013). However, creating a well-coordinated national policy regime is difficult (Huenteler
et al 2012). Most policy research has been conducted at the state level, and in the U.S., there are
a large number of state-level incentivization options in use (Burns and Kang, 2012). A number of
researchers examine the benefits of using RPS (Li and Yi, 2014), feed-in-tariffs (Karteris and
Papadopoulos, 2013), net metering (Kraskow and Doris, 2013) or rebates and cash incentives
(Sarzynski et al. 2012; Wiser et al. 2010). Burns and Kang (2012) found policy efficacy depends
on the incentive amount, local energy prices, cost of SHS, and regional insolation. Areas
exhibiting high electricity prices require little incentives beyond net metering, and areas with low
energy prices need additional incentives.
While national or state level policies are crucial, municipal level policies are also
important. Hsu (2018) examines the influence of local permitting and approval policy on
consumer adoption decisions. The authors found simplifying the permitting process, and easing
barriers to rooftop installation aid adoption.
5.2.3. Environmental Dimension Barriers and Motivations
Carbon footprint reduction is one of the most prevalent reasons for considering an
investment into a SHS system (Bolcombe et al. 2013; Caird and Roy, 2015; Leenheer et al.
2014). However, environmental concerns do not always translate into a willingness to pay for
environmentally friendly technologies (Walters and Walsh, 2011; Wimberley, 2008). Many
potential adopters profess environmental concerns, but these tend to be subservient to economic
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considerations when making investment decisions (Hack, 2006; Winberley, 2008). Other less
influential considerations include projecting an ‘environmentally friendly’ image by installing
renewable energy technologies on the residence (Balcombe et al. 2013). This serves to notify
neighbors of the homeowner’s value system (Jager, 2006), or to set an example (Palm, 2018).
One other reason for potential adoption is the desire to use a new, innovative technology such as
renewable energy (Caird and Roy, 2015). This may be the result of being a technophile
(Leenheer et al. 2011), or being employed in an energy related occupation (Balcombe et al.
2013).
5.2.4. Societal Dimension Barriers and Motivations
Within DGPV diffusion research, there is a broad range of topics researchers consider to
be societal influences. However, topics can be categorized into two themes. The first contains
consumer perceptions and factors influencing adoption decisions. The second category identifies
socio-demographic determinants of DGPV diffusion such as age, wealth, political affiliation, and
household size
5.2.4.1.

Consumer Perceptions and Adoption Decisions
When considering DGPV investments, consumer’s perceptions on benefits and barriers

are critical components in the decision making process (Jager, 2006; Karakaya and Sriwannawit,
2015). Decision makers consider economic factors such as; high capital costs (Balcombe et al.
2013; Caird and Roy, 2015), low willingness to pay (Balcombe et al. 2013), and a bewildering
array of supporting policies (Burns and Kang, 2012). Consumers also consider payback periods
(Scarpa and Willis, 2010), and savings due to avoided electricity purchases or income from
selling excess electricity (Palm, 2018). Environmental considerations include climate change
impact reductions (Nolls et al. 2014), or greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation (Leenheer et al.
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2011).
There are also other factors. Jager, 2006 and Balcombe et al. 2013 both discuss energy
security; the desire to guarantee supply while protecting against perceived future electricity price
increases. Balcombe et al. 2013 considers perceptions of both trust (or distrust) in the
technology, and its convenience to potential adopters. Karakaya and Sriwannawit 2015 also
include technology risk and complexity, but expand on this to include perceived quality of PV
panels manufactured in specific countries. The authors also highlight how informational barriers
such as technology awareness, lack of technology information or distrust in that information, or
education level create barriers to adoption.
Information allows consumers to make economic decisions and assess possible future
outcomes of current investments. Research suggests that in addition to economic barriers such as
high capital costs; DGPV adoption must overcome non-monetary challenges, which include
credible, and easily accessible information (Noll et al 2014). Incomplete, or missing information
has been cited as a barrier to adopting DGPV (Karakaya and Sriwannawit, 2015), and consumers
lack information about technology alternatives, performance of that technology, and available
incentives (Rai et al. 2016).
To reduce uncertainty and make more informed choices, potential adopters of DGPV
attempt to gather information from a variety of sources. Interpersonal communication is critical
to innovation diffusion (Rogers, 2010), and it is common for consumers to consult their peers,
seeking information from neighbors or acquaintances that have previously installed SHS.
Information from peers is critical, particularly in the case of investments with high-up front costs
such as DGPV (Bollinger and Gillingham, 2012). This peer-effect lessens uncertainty and
shortens the decision making time (Rai and Robinson, 2013). Green energy advocacy coalitions
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and education organizations are another source for consumer information, and have been found
to aid consumer motivation to adopt (Schelley, 2014).
5.2.4.2

Socio-Demographical Determinants Influencing DGPV Adoption
There are considerable research correlating socio-demographic factors with energy

efficiency and renewable energy (EERE) technology diffusion. The majority of these studies
employ surveys and regression analyses to identify household characteristics driving consumer
adoption (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2018).

Mills and Schleich, 2009 and 2014, demonstrated

education level, age, knowledge about the technology, household characteristics, and energy
savings were predictors of EERE investments. Amelie and Brandt 2014 focused on renewable
energy adoption, and included additional predictor of home ownership, social status and in-home
energy behavior. Davidson et al. 2014 identified characteristics strongly correlated with
residential solar adoption. These include income, age, education level, and insolation. Other
characteristics include wealth, and electricity consumption (Ameli, and Brandt 2014; Islam,
2014; Kurdgelashvili et al. 2018; Sigrin et al. 2015). Kurdgelashvili et al. 2018 found predictors
of residential PV adoption include building property characteristics such as size, and ownership.
5.3

Diffusion Theories
Two complementary theoretical frameworks are employed to examine DGPV diffusion.

The first framework is the theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991). This states the
intention to engage in a behavior is the sum of motivational factors driving actual behavior, and
can be predicted by the attitudes, subjective norms and perceived control one has over their
ability to engage in that behavior (Ajzen, 1991). The second is the theory of diffusion of
innovations (TDI) (Rogers, 1962). This has been used in a wide range of disciplines to study
innovations moving from invention to widespread societal acceptance (Kurdgelashvili, et al.
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2019). These two frameworks collectively address the barriers, motivations, and sociodemographics discussed in sections 5.2., and both are applied within a Bass diffusion model.
5.3.1. Theory of Planned Behavior
Significant bodies of research have attempted to correlate potential technology adopter
characteristics with actual adoption. One body examines socio-demographics, previously
discussed in section 5.2.4.2. The other attempts to identify potential adopter attitudes, values or
norms that are correlated with adoption (Dharshing, 2017). The theory of planned behavior has
two mechanisms driving behavior. The first is the intention to engage in that behavior, as
intentions are understood to ultimately result in that behavior. The second is perceived
behavioral control. Perceived control is the perception of the personal capability to engage in the
desired behavior, and is different than actual behavioral control, where available resources and
abilities are sufficient to participate in the desired behavior (Ajzens, 1991). Perceived behavioral
control is critical to DGPV diffusion as pre-adopters face difficulties in acquiring knowledge
(Noll et al. 2014), or overcoming economic barriers (Balcombe et al. 2013)
5.3.2. Theory of Diffusion of Innovations
While general diffusion theoretical concepts predate 1960, the discipline has been shaped
by Rogers’s 1962 seminal work. Since then, TDI has been employed to understand drivers and
challenges a variety of products face as they diffuse into new markets. Rogers identified several
critical components relating to the technology diffusion, the innovation itself, communication
channels through which information about the innovation is transmitted, diffusion time frame,
different types of adopters, and the social system through which the innovation diffuses (Rogers,
2003). Subsequent work has further refined adopters into five categories based on when they
adopt. These are innovators, early adopters, early and late majority, and laggards (Bass, 1969).
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Innovators adopt independently without social system input, and all other categories are
classified as imitators. Imitator’s decision to adopt is heavily influenced by social system
interactions such as peer, or word of mouth effects, both of which increase as the number of
adopters rise (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2019). Generally, imitators far outnumber innovators, and
diffusion rates are influenced by the ratio between each of these and the total pool of potential
adopters. The coefficient of innovation is the ratio of innovators to total population of available
adopters, and the coefficient of imitation is the ratio of imitators to the same (Evans et al. 2006).
Diffusion with high coefficients of innovation tend to show high adoption rates early, while high
coefficients of imitation drive slower, and more gradual adoption (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2019).
TDI holds that diffusion suffers some form of constraints, which is typically identified as
the potential market share of the new technology (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2019). Diffusion curves
generally show ‘S-shaped’ growth over time, as innovations first disseminate into new markets
slowly, then experience rapid, exponential growth eventually plateauing as the number of
potential adopters dwindles (Perez et al. 2010).
5.3.3 Bass Diffusion Models
Bass diffusion modeling is a well-known, and respected modeling approach dating back
to the 1960’s. This approach holds the rate of innovation diffusion is correlated with the total
number of previous adopters (Bass, 1969); driving typical S-shaped diffusion curves where
adoption is slow to begin, grows exponentially as the number of adopters rise, and then plateaus
as the total population of available adopters shrinks (Kurdgelashvili et al. 2019). This growth
characteristic is due to two reasons; the peer effect increases as the diffusion occurs (Noll et al.
2014), and consumer heterogeneity in overcoming adoption thresholds (Dong, et al. 2017). The
Bass model was later extended to the Generalized Bass model (GBM) by including decision
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variables such as price and marketing intensity (Bass et al. 1994). However, there is debate as to
whether these significantly improve forecasting accuracy (Dong et al. 2017), and a number of
current DGPV studies do not use the generalized model (Sigrin et al. 2016; CEC 2015).
Bass models were first applied to the diffusion of durable consumer goods, and have
since been applied to a variety of systems. Peres et al. 2010 review of Bass modeling highlights
several thematic research areas. One seeks to understand how the social systems in which
diffusion occurs impact adoption rates. A second research area looks at network effects, where a
technology’s perceived utility, and subsequent adoption depend on reaching a diffusion
threshold. An example is the quantity of fax machines in a market. Communication by fax
requires a machine at each end of the communication channel. Until they are widely diffused the
perceived utility is low, decreasing the decision to adopt. A third common area of research
extends Bass models beyond market saturation, examining technological diffusion over its
lifecycle, through ultimate replacement with a new innovation.
Bass modeling has also been applied to DGPV. Agarwal et al. 2015 examined residential
solar uptake, but without decision variables. Guidolin and Mortarino, 2010 modeled multinational PV uptake, finding beneficial, short-term impacts of regulatory interventions, but did
not address long-term impacts of PV price reductions. Dong et al. 2017 studied California
DGPV, finding CA net-metering and tax incentives driving SHS installation to a peak value
500,000 per year between 2020 and 2022. Islam, 2014 employed a GBM with technology
awareness, adopter attitudes, and socio-demographic characteristics of adopters. The author
found younger consumers, with greater technology awareness less sensitive to economic barriers,
and are more likely to be early adopters.
However, there is still a knowledge gap on the decision making process of consumers
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considering SHS investments. The literature on diffusion of innovation makes clear the criticality
of technology awareness, however, consumer decision-making when considering renewable
energy investments are considerably more nuanced. Specifically, the manner in which potential
adopters acquire knowledge and then integrate it with other complex economic, and social
factors into their decision-making. This research extends the body of knowledge by including the
theory of planned behavior in the model, and examines the influence these factors have on SHS
investment decisions. Incorporating these variables allows a deeper exploration of the influence
knowledge gathering has on the perceptions of potential adopters about the adequacy of their
resources to engage in the planned behavior of SHS investment.
5.4.

System Dynamics Model Formation
The following sections detail system dynamic model formation related to household

adoption of SHS. Please refer to Chapter 3 of the modeling process.
5.4.1

Problem Articulation, and Hypotheses
This goal of this model is to identify leverage points, or interventions increasing

distributed generation photovoltaic through a systems level examination of factors influencing
diffusion. Consumer adoption of DGPV has been shown to depend almost entirely on policy
support (Burns and Kang, 2012). This study uses California as a case study, as it has an extensive
history of incentivizing solar home systems, and consumer adoption has been relatively high in
comparison to other U.S. states (CDGS, 2019). However, only a small percentage of the total
California market has been realized and consumers still face a variety of challenges when
making the choice to invest.
Consumers wishing to adopt SHS must first overcome economic barriers, as SHS
systems are still expensive when compared to grid-supplied electricity (Bolcombe et al. 2013).
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There is a vast array of incentives, rebates, and other incentivization programs available to offset
the higher costs of SHS, but number of incentives, and their complexity tend to overload
consumers, creating informational barriers to adoption (Rai and Robinson, 2013). Additionally,
consumer perceptions related to renewable energy technology adoption are complex, and not
fully understood. Behavioral decisions when deciding to invest in SHS have been correlated with
socio-demographic determinants such as age, wealth, education level and environmental
concerns (Ameli, and Brandt 2014; Islam, 2014). However, actual adoption decisions depend on
consumer’s own perceived capabilities and resources available for investment. Perceived
behavioral control is critical to DGPV diffusion as pre-adopters face difficulties in acquiring
knowledge (Noll et al. 2014), or overcoming economic barriers (Balcombe et al. 2013).
This household scale model hypothesizes technology price is the most significant factors
influencing SHS purchase and installation decisions and perceived behavioral control is critical,
and facilitating consumer knowledge acquisition, and trust in that information will significantly
increase SHS diffusion. It should be noted that modeling is a gross over-simplification of realworld events and processes, and there is a large degree of heterogeneity in consumer behavior,
perceptions, and socio-demographical determinants associated with SHS adoption decisions.
The goal of this model is to capture system-level economic-policy-technological-societal
interdependencies of household scale distributed electricity generation technology diffusion.
Examining adoption rates at a finer scale of consumer behavior, perceptions and sociodemographical determinants is certainly worthwhile, but falls outside the scope of this
dissertation.
5.4.2. System Boundary- California Case Study and Data Sources
Justification for a case study of California electricity generation is detailed in Chapter 3,
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section 3.3.1. However, an overview of factors pertinent to household scale diffusion is provided
here. California has been leading U.S. energy efficiency and renewable energy programs since
the 1970’s. Between their inception and the early 2000’s, energy efficiency programs alone
saved California the equivalent of 24 new power plants (CPUC/CEC, 2006). California is now a
leader in RES-E generation capacity, with one of the highest RPS in the U.S (NCSL, 2019).
California mandates 60 percent in its RPS by 2030, and 100 percent by 2045 (CPUC, 2019).
California initiated the Go Solar program, which provided over two billion dollars through its
California Solar Initiative (CSI) for PV and thermal capacity expansion between 2007 and 2016
(CPUC/CECb). California has a history of directly incentivizing SHS, first with the 2016 CSI
goal of 1,900 additional MW through the Million Roof Initiative, which resulted in SHS
electricity generation increasing 350 percent between 2011 and 2018 (EIA, 2019). More recently
California has mandated SHS inclusion in new home construction effective in 2020 (CEC,
2018).
California support of DGPV diffusion is effective, driving 841,000 SHS were installed
between 2002 and 2019 (CDGS, 2019). However, the market is nowhere close to saturation, as
there are over 14 million residential units (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). California is still intent on
increasing DGPV, particularly with the new construction mandate. Yet, a number of sociotechnical barriers to SHS uptake still exist.
5.4.2.1.

California Data Sources
Of particular importance to this research are the number of publicly available data sets

detailing consumer perceptions on energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies (EERE),
renewable energy, and residential scale solar PV adoption. California has been the focus of
DGPV research recently, with several studies examining attitudes, norms, and socio-
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demographic determinants in the state. Drury et al. 2012 found those adopting PV through thirdparty ownership were younger, less affluent, were less educated than those adopting PV through
direct purchasing schemes. Dong et al. 2017 identified larger households and dependence on
natural gas for heating as significant predictors of PV adoption. A third, closely related study
examining adoption of DGPV by California businesses found falling soft costs, in the form of
installation expenses, and incentivization policies facilitated PV adoption (Wang et al. 2017).
Using the theory of planned behavior, Abreu et al. 2019 surveyed 400 California residents to
examine attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions of behavioral control regarding rooftop solar
adoption. The authors found capital costs, maintenance and perceived attractiveness to be critical
factors in adoption. Moezzi et al. 2018, conducted 3,600 surveys across the U.S., of which 1,700
respondents are California residents. The authors found California socio-demographics
determinants of DGPV adoption include high incomes and electricity bills, being elderly and/or
retired, and those with higher degrees.
These findings are in line with findings from other U.S. locations. Wolske et al. 2017
examined 900 non-adopters in California, Arizona, New Jersey and New York. The authors
found DGPV is perceived as an environmental benefit, an innovative technology and a consumer
good. Consumers with pro-environmental stances, technophiles, and those who believe solar will
be a benefit to them personally are more likely to adopt. Schelley 2014, interviewed 48
Wisconsin residents, seeking to identify environmental and economic considerations, as well as
socio-demographic determinants influencing adoption. The author found environmental concerns
insufficient by themselves to influence adoption. Economic considerations were critical,
however, payback period itself was not as important in the decision making as were economic
events occurring within the house. An example here is receiving an inheritance.
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The deep pool of research on attitudes, norms, and socio-demographic determinants
specific to California residents, that included both TDI, and TPB theoretical frameworks
informed model development.
5.4.3. Model Development
5.4.3.1.

Model Framework
This model is grounded on an integration of two theoretical diffusion frameworks

discussed in section 5.3, the theory of diffusion of innovations (TDI), and the theory of planned
behavior (TPB). Model structure was formulated to follow the sequential stages of TDI, as
potential adopters first become aware of a technology (Knowledge), educate themselves about
the risk and benefits of the technology (Persuasion), decide to adopt (Decision), and ultimately
purchase and install a SHS (Implementation) (Rogers, 2003). Confirmation is the final stage in
Rogers’ TDI, where adopters decide to whether to continue using the new technology. This is not
an option for a rooftop installed system with a 25-year lifespan, and was not included in
modeling structure.
Model structure integrates components of TPB into the TDI framework. These include
elements such as attitudes and norms relating to awareness of SHS as an option, and perceptions
on personal ability to exert behavioral control. Ajzen, 1991 defines behavior control as the
adopter’s self-perception of possessing sufficient economic and information resources to engage
in the desired behavior, which for the purpose of this research is the installation of SHS. Factors
influencing behavioral control, such as stakeholder attitudes on SHS, knowledge acquisition, and
socio-demographic determinants were included. Integrating TPB and TDI allowed the modeler to
explore complexities in SHS adoption as stakeholders’ behavioral control transitions through the
stages of TDI.
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5.4.3.2.

Model Formulation
Figure 5-1 is the model SFD and details the TDI phases from knowledge through

implementation. Critical elements identified from literature are in capitals, expected payback
period, perceived behavioral control, socio-demographic determinants, and relative advantage
and installed SHS visibility, which is a proxy for the peer-effect. Table 5-1 lists critical elements
along with a definition, units, equation and source used in model formulation (Rogers, 2003;
Ajzen, 1991; Schelley 2014; Ameli, and Brandt 2014; Islam, 2014; Karakaya and Sriwannawit,
2015; Bolcombe et al. 2013; Bollinger and Gillingham, 2012).
Table 5-1. Model elements, units, definition, source and equations.
Model
elements

Units

Historical SHS
adoption

Households

Government
incentives

Dollars/watt

SHS capital
costs

Savings from
avoided
electricity
purchases

Definition and Source

Equations

Number of installed SHS systems by
year. State of California, California
Exogenous Excel
Energy Commission and California
data file
Public Utility Commission.
GoSolarCalifornia.org
Rebates and tax credits for consumers
purchasing SHS. Barbose et al. 2015
data supplement, authors assume all
systems ≤10 kW are residential. All
LOOKUP function
state and utility rebates reduce federal
ITC basis points. Fig 22After-Tax
State/Utility Cash Incentives plus State
& Federal ITCs

Dollars/watt

LOOKUP function of installed costs for
PV system, falling from 11$/W in 2002,
to 3.42 $/Watt in 2015. Barbose et al. LOOKUP function
2015 data supplement, figure 7. Median
installed price

Dollars/year

Money saved from no longer paying for
utility supplied electricity. Moezzi
2016, pg. 34. 43% of respondents have
summer/winter electricity bills greater
than $275 a month.

2400
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Table 5-1. (Continued).

SHS O & M
costs

Dollar/year

Expected
payback time

Year

5.4.3.3.

Annual cost to homeowner for
maintenance, includes amortized
inverter replacement and panel
cleaning.
450
https://reneweconomy.com.au/hiddencost-of-rooftop-solar-who-should-payfor-maintenance-99200/. Accessed 524-19
The number of years a homeowner can
SHS capital
expect electricity savings to pay for
cost/Perceived yearly
SHS system. (Balcombe et al. 2013
costs or savings
suggests under 10 years)

Model Evaluation
The behavior of this model is evaluated by the stock ‘SHS adopters’. Model simulation of

this stock should closely replicate historical California SHS installation trends over the modeled
time frame. This research followed standard protocols and employed both a sensitivity analysis,
and model validation. Table 5-2 details specific elements with baseline, and +/- 30 percent
values included in the sensitivity analysis.
Table 5-2. Model elements included in sensitivity analysis with baseline, and +/- 30 percent
values.
Element
Baseline Value
MINUS 30%
PLUS 30%
Experience effectiveness

0.000574608

0.000402226

0.00074699

Experience frequency

0.00216452

0.001515164

0.002813876

Research effectiveness

0.859079

0.6013553

1.1168027

Research frequency

0.733813

0.5136691

0.9539569

Stakeholder power

0.5

0.35

0.65

Socio-demographic determinants

0.5

0.35

0.65
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Table 5-2. (Continued).
Savings from avoided electricity purchases

$2400

$1680

$3120

O and M expenses

$450

$315

$585

Figure 5-2 is a graphical representation of the sensitivity analysis on the number of SHS
adopters. There were 200 model simulations. The blue line is the baseline run, and 50 percent of
the runs are contained within the yellow band, 75 percent within the yellow and green, 95
percent within the yellow, green and blue, and all are contained within the grey bands.
This model was parameterized with California SHS installation data from 2002-2018.
The model was calibrated using data from 2002-2009; and validated from 2010-2018 with the
above statistical methods, which compared model SHS adoptions output to actual California
SHS installations. MSE between model and historical SHS adoption was calculated using the
described statistics resulting in 0.66 percent. This is well under the 10 percent threshold and the
model is considered to accurately replicate real world dynamics to employ in scenario design and
analysis.
5.5. Scenario Design
The sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify elements influential on system
behavior. The following scenarios are designed to examine consumer adoption of DGPV in light
of these variables. Table 5-3 illustrates the scenario details, the parameters used, the type of
strategy, and the transition phase impacted, from knowledge through implementation.
Table 5-3. Four scenarios, with details, target variable, type of scenario, and diffusion
phase impacted.

Scenarios

Scenario details

Target
variable

Type of
Scenario

Phase impacted
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Table 5-3. (Continued).

Baseline

Baseline with
doubled SHS
knowledge

TDI and TPD elements
pulled from literature
that result in validated
model behavior
Doubles baseline values
of research frequency
and effectiveness, as
well as experience
frequency and
effectiveness

All

Social,
economic,
marketing and
technical

Knowledge
through
implementation

Stakeholder
attitudes
about SHS

Social

Persuasion

Baseline with
increased
behavioral
intention

Increases stakeholder
power, and ratio of
socio-demographical
determinants

Behavioral
intention
(control)

Social

Decision

Baseline with
third party
ownership

Decreases costs
associate with SHS
installation and
maintenance

Payback
period,
behavioral
intention

Economic

Decision and
implementation

5.5.1. Baseline Scenario
The baseline scenario is the model structure resulting in a robust and validated model. It
is included in the discussion and output graphs for comparison.
5.5.2. Baseline with Doubled Knowledge
The theory of planned behavior states the self-perception of a person’s capability to
engage in behavior is a critical factor driving the ultimate decision to engage in that behavior
(Ajzen, 1991). Consumers face a variety of informational challenges surrounding DGPV
adoption. These include a bewildering array of incentivization policies, technology choices
available for installation, and unclear economic risks and benefits to adopting. Better-informed
consumers are more aware of adoption realities, and those considering adoption tend to have a
more favorable attitude towards the technology. Other informational factors, such as advertising
frequency and effectiveness have also been shown to drive diffusion. However, these impacts are
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relatively well known, and do not significantly extend the knowledge base. As such, they are not
included in this study.
The goal of this scenario is to increase favorable adoption attitudes correlated with a
more complete consumer knowledge base. This model was structured to reflect successive stages
of innovation diffusion where knowledge leads to persuasion, then to decision and ultimately
implementation. Influencing knowledge was surmised to be an upstream driver of adoption in the
later phases. To accomplish this, the variables ‘research frequency’, ‘research effectiveness’,
‘experience frequency’ and ‘experience effectiveness’ were doubled.
5.5.3. Baseline with Increased Behavioral Control
A critical factor influencing the intention to engage in behavior is the potential adopter’s
perception of having sufficient economic and informational resources to transition from intent to
engage, to actually engaging in desired behavior. Stakeholder power is one facet of this, the selfperceived ability of a stakeholder to formulate a robust understanding of the risks and benefits
associated with DGPV adoption. Also critical are the socio-demographical determinants shared
by consumers who have already adopted. A number of these have been identified; including
consumers who are older or retired, those with high household incomes, or have attained higher
degrees. Other determinants related to geographies are high electricity prices, and greater rates of
insolation. Stakeholder power, coupled with critical socio-demographic determinants, drive
perceived behavior control, and willingness to engage in adoption behavior. There is no clear
manner in which to disaggregate the vast number of socio-demographic determinants into a
simplified model. As such, this structure aggregates these into a probability function that can be
tailored to include any ratio of socio-demographic determinants within the total population.
The goal of this scenario is to examine factors driving the adoption decision and this
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scenario explores adoption behavior related to perceived behavioral control. This occurs after the
persuasion phase, and during the decision phase. To accomplish this, the variables ‘stakeholder
power’ and ‘socio-demographics determinants’ were increased from a baseline value of 0.5 to
0.9. This substantial increase was intended to clearly portray any changes in adoption behavior.
5.5.4. Baseline with Third Party Ownership
Significant economic challenges to DGPV adoption are the high up-front costs and
subsequent long payback periods. A large number of supportive policies at both the federal and
state level have been enacted to facilitate diffusion. Policy support is critical to the DGPV market
and both policies and incentives are well studied. However, third-party ownership is not. This
business model simultaneously addresses several identified barriers to adoption decisions.
Knowledge insufficiency is reduced, as the consumer is no longer responsible for
selecting the system, or researching, and applying for the appropriate incentive. It also
overcomes the economics of high up-front costs, and the expenses associated with annual
maintenance. Third-party ownership appeals to a wider range potential adopters, and the sociodemographical determinants of these tend to be younger, less affluent, and less well educated
than those who adopt SHS through a direct purchase program.
The goal of this scenario is to examine diffusion dynamics when multiple barriers to
adoption are addressed simultaneously. This is accomplished reducing the variables ‘capital cost’
and ‘SHS O and M costs’ to zero, reducing the variable ‘savings from avoided electricity
purchases’ from $2400 to $1200 a year. This reflects how third-party ownership provides a SHS
without any capital or maintenance costs, but the consumer must still purchase the electricity
from the system owner. The variables ‘stakeholder power’ is increased 0.5 to 0.7, reflecting
higher consumer abilities to digest information and make informed decisions. The variable
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‘behavioral intention’ is increased a like amount to include a wider set of potential adopter sociodemographical determinants.
5.6. Results and Discussion
There is a vast body of work examining diffusion of innovations, and in particular
consumer adoption of DGPV. Many fundamental processes of consumer decision-making are
well understood, such as word-of-mouth influence on diffusion rates, or how behavioral intent is
a predictor of actual behavior. However, household SHS adoption is an energy transition; which
is characterized as a complex, socio-technical system with interactions across economic, policy,
social, and technological dimensions. Such complexities create difficulties in assigning causality
to a single element. Significant realms of innovation diffusion research attempt to tease out the
complexity of consumer DGPV adoption decisions, yet most studies are conducted within a
single dimension, neglecting complex interactions. Innovations are generally understood to move
through successive phases as they progress through society from invention to widespread
adoption, passing from knowledge through persuasion and then to decision and implementation;
with each phase having its own complex economic-policy-social-technological interactions.
Previous adoption research can be generally categorized into three main areas, depending
on which phase of diffusion the research focuses on; one is the factors consumers consider
critical in their decision-making, another examines consumer perceptions and behavior related to
those factors, and the third looks at socio-demographical determinants correlated with adoption.
This study expands on previous work by incorporating these areas into one system dynamics
model, and explores how they holistically influence adoption behavior. This was done in order to
test two hypotheses. The first hypothesized technology price is the most significant factor in
consumer SHS purchase and installation decisions. The second is how the quality (both the
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quantity, and the perceived validity) of information, is critical to perceived behavioral control
when making an investment decision.
Hypothesis 1 was quickly found to be unsupported; during the sensitivity analysis and
subsequent model testing, a +/- 30 percent change in SHS price drove a 12 percent change in
adoption rates. As falling PV hardware costs, economies of scale, and learning curve effects
lower system prices, consumers are more incentivized to purchase. These interdependencies
were not implicitly modeled here, however the SHS price function was formulated to reflect the
drop in PV costs experienced since 2004. This is not a novel finding and is in line with both
previous literature and modeling research indicating price is a primary driver of adoption
decisions. What is interesting however, are adoption rates when stakeholder power and perceived
behavioral control are examined under the same price reductions. As previously discussed,
scenarios varied the levels of attitudes and behavioral control, to examine their influence SHS
adoptions. A rise in adoption was found in in both, supporting hypothesis 2. However, both
exhibited adoption rates equal to, or exceeding that of price reductions.
Doubling consumer information influences perceptions about the technology, and
ultimately adoption rates. Results from this drove 192,000 more SHS adoptions in 2018, a 15
percent increase. This was expected, given that model structure reflected the importance previous
literature and research places on this element. These changes are consistent with results from the
sensitivity analysis; however, the rise was more than anticipated. Figure 5-3 illustrates the
difference between baseline and baseline with doubled knowledge influence on adoption rates.
Both scenarios include the same price reduction function, and the difference in adoptions can be
attributed to manipulation in knowledge variables. There are initially only slight differences in
adoption rates as knowledge impacts consumer attitudes and perceived behavioral control, prior
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to actually investing. Adoption differences peak in 2017 to 2023, and then slowly decline over
the modeling horizon.
There are several implications from this scenario. The first highlights the criticality of
consumer knowledge, and that drives subsequent changes in attitudes. This is equally critical to
adoption as price. Easing informational complexity and streamlining access to trust-worthy
sources can significantly impact diffusion dynamics. Creating transparent, easily accessible, and
digestible incentive information readily accessible to consumers may increase diffusion rates.
The next scenario examines how increased consumer self-perception of behavioral
control influence adoption rates. Model structure builds from knowledge, which is based on the
diffusion of innovation theory and adds decision elements from the theory of planned behavior.
A critical factor of consumer DGPV investment decision is the consumer self-perception of
having sufficient resources to engage in that behavior. Consumers with higher perceptions of
their informational or economic resources were more likely to decide to invest. Figure 5-4 shows
baseline behavior in blue, with scenario changes in red. There is a clear increase in the number of
SHS adoptions, as consumers perceive their capabilities to engage in adoption behavior are
higher. The trend is similar to the previous scenario, however, the magnitude of change is much
higher; in 2018 there are 390,000 more SHS systems in this scenario than the baseline. This is a
22 percent increase; almost double the change driven by price only. There are several interesting
findings from this scenario. First are similar adoption rates exhibited by doubling knowledge,
and increasing behavioral control. Results indicate both drive diffusion, however, behavioral
control results in significantly higher adoption rates than doubling knowledge scenario, due to
consumer confidence in their ability to acquire a SHS. This is critical to transitions as
interventions designed to increase this confidence are likely to drive adoption rates. This may
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seem completely clear, yet there are systems thinking complexities and interdependencies that
should be considered. Historically, incentivization programs have concentrated on reducing the
economic barrier of high cost, which serve to increase consumer confidence in their ability to
invest. However, other types of programs to increase consumer’s perceived confidence in their
ability to adopt are lacking. As mentioned previously, inadequate information is a barrier, and
addressing this increased adoption rates. Programs designed to facilitate consumer confidence
can include improving the certification of system installers. Also helpful would be providing a
better roadmap of SHS maintenance requirements.
The previous scenarios examine how knowledge and consumer perceptions of their
ability to engage in adoption behavior, impact on adoption rates. Each of these was found to be
equally as important in driving SHS adoption rates as the system price. This is a novel finding,
and has implications for future studies. From a systems thinking perspective, behavior is a
function of structure, and interventions should include leverage points where the least effort
results in the largest move towards desired behavior. The third-party ownership scenario
accomplishes this by addressing several identified diffusion challenges simultaneously.
Economic barriers of high capital and maintenance costs are removed. In the social dimension,
adopters not owning the system installed on their house ease complex choices between available
system options, and increase consumer attitudes towards the technology. Finally, appealing to a
wider range of consumer socio-demographical determinants beyond those who can engage in a
direct purchase behavior widens the available pool of potential adopters. The sum of these is
greater than the parts, and its not surprising that simulation outputs resulted in significant
increases to adoption. Figure 5-5 illustrates the behavior of third-party ownership dynamics (red)
and baseline in blue. This system type intervention drove a 560 percent increase in systems
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installed in 2018.
There are several important transition implications of this. Single dimension research
focusing on one element that is part of an interconnected whole does not result in desired system
behavior. A deep understanding of the system under study can identify potential leverage points
where multiple, systems level interventions can be implemented. This has been shown to
significantly increase SHS diffusion
5.7.

Conclusion
This research presents a theory-based, bottom-up system dynamics model exploring solar

home system diffusion in California between 2002, and 2050. Model structure is grounded in the
theoretical frameworks of both the theory of diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 2003), and the
theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991). It also incorporates system dynamic structure of bass
diffusion models (Sterman, 2000; Prouty et al 2018). Model structure relies heavily on social
science research, with published data sets detailing attitudes, norms, and identified sociodemographic determinants influencing SHS adoption. Many of these specifically studied
California adoption, and were critical to deriving structural relationships driving model behavior.
This model explores innovation diffusion as it moves through society, transition from knowledge
to persuasion, then to decision and implementation as potential decision makers inform
themselves about the relative benefits and risks of DGPV.
Model behavior was validated against SHS installation rates through data published by
the State of California, and scenarios were designed to explore three crucial challenges to DGPV
diffusion identified in literature. The first addresses the foundational knowledge phase.
Information is critical to innovation diffusion, and more than just technological information is
necessary for potential adopters to feel sufficiently empowered for making a purchase. The
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second challenge examined is consumer behavior related to decision-making. Here, the attitudes
of potential adopters regarding substantial economic decisions are influenced by the adequacy of
information and their perceived abilities to engage in behavior. The model then explores a
relatively recent business model of third-party ownership. This addresses a number of identified
challenges to SHS diffusion simultaneously, lowering economic concerns about high capital
costs, reducing information overload by easing the extent of knowledge required to be
confortable making an installation decision, and opening additional socio-demographical
segments of society reluctant to install a system through a direct purchase program.
The first hypothesis was disproven, as technology price was not found to be the most
critical driver influencing consumer adoption. It played an important role in diffusion, but it was
not the most important. Both parts of the second hypothesis were confirmed, as increasing
knowledge and perceived behavioral control both resulted in higher diffusion rates. This was to
be expected as model structure reflected both literature and previous research. However, a
systems thinking intervention addressing multiple challenges simultaneously clearly showed the
benefit of this approach. The implications for transition studies are a greater need to examine the
holistic structure of socio-technical energy transition systems.
In summary, this innovation diffusion research is specific to California, but the model
structure is easily generalizable to other geographies and contexts. Additional parameters can be
added as necessary to address specific contextual features. A limitation of this study is the lack
of direct stakeholder engagement in the model formulation process. However, extensive
published research on societal attitudes, norms and belief structures surrounding renewable
energy provided substantial input into the conceptualization of this model.
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Figure 5-1. Model SFD with theoretical frameworks influence on the progression of adoption
behavior. Stocks are boxed, which represent physical quantities, flows are represented by valve
shapes overlaid on pipes, and represent changes into and out of stocks. Flows are themselves
modified by other parameters. Parameters in all capitals have been identified as critical to
diffusion and are examined in model scenarios. Adapted from Prouty et al. 2018
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Figure 5-2. Sensitivity analysis graph of 200 simulations on number of SHS adopters. The blue
line represents baseline values for parameters. The yellow band contains 50 percent of the
output runs, the green 75 percent, the blue 95 percent, and all 200 runs are within the grey
bands.
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Figure 5-3. SHS adoption differences between doubled knowledge (red), and baseline scenarios
(blue). Increasing consumer knowledge drove an additional 192,000 systems in 2018.
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Figure 5-4. Scenario differences in SHS adoption as a result of increased behavioral control
(red), with baseline scenario in blue. Increasing consumer knowledge drove an additional
390,000 systems in 2018.
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Figure 5-5. Third-party ownership scenario diffusion dynamics shown in red, and baseline in
blue. Reducing SHS capital and maintenance costs, easing informational challenges to exerting
behavioral control, and increasing the range of available adopter characteristics increased
installed systems by 560 percent in 2018
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1

Summarizing Key Conclusions
Fossil fuels are still the primary energy source for electricity generation and their

continued use will only further environmental degradation. Decarbonizing electricity production
is a critical component of climate change mitigation. However, effective climate change
mitigation requires transitioning national scales of electricity generation to clean renewable
sources. Switching the entire electricity generation infrastructure of a nation is a massive
undertaking, and fundamentally changes the way electricity is produced, transmitted, and enduse behavior patterns (Sovacool, 2016).
Such a societal scale switch from one energy source to another is an Energy Transition
(ET) and the transition is characterized by socio-technical complexity, with non-linear
interactions occurring between economic; policy, societal, and technological dimensions
(Gottschamer and Zhang, 2016). Significant bodies of research exist within each of these
dimensions seeking to understand factors influencing the speed of technological change.
However, most research is confined to single research dimensions, and system level analyses of
transition factors are lacking.
This research fills a knowledge gap by applying systems thinking concepts and
methodologies to examine energy transition behavioral complexity at both national and
household scales. A literature review was conducted to fill a knowledge gap on ET socio-
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technical interactions, and two system dynamic models (grid scale and household scale) were
created to study transition dynamics as these non-linearities play out. Key findings from both
models indicate challenges associated with an energy transition are primarily social in nature.
The technologies are robust and well understood, however a variety of social influences must be
overcome to increase implementation rates. The main hypothesis related to differences in factors
influencing diffusion at the both scales was disproven (Hypothesis 3 from Chapter 1). While
social factors play an important role in the speed of renewable energy technology diffusion, the
social factors differ across scales. The utility scale factors are primarily social, but derived from
economic interests, as the fossil fuel industry exerts political influence to maintain market share.
At the household scale, economics are a concern, but they are not the most important, and other
informational and behavioral factors exert considerable influence on outcomes.
6.2

Conclusions from Grid-Scale Energy Transition Model
Investment in required new electricity generation capacities are primarily a function of

which available technology will be the most profitable. Policies have been implemented to
overcome renewable energy’s higher capital costs, and to date, both utility and household scale
electricity generation has been dependent on supportive policy for diffusion. Significant bodies
of research seek to quantify the influence supportive policies have on renewable energy
technology diffusion; however, a knowledge gap exists on processes influencing how policy is
formed (i.e., the dynamics of policy formation).
A system dynamics model of grid-scale electricity capacity expansion was created based
on California’s electricity system from 1990 to 2050. One modeling component included fossil
fuel special interest group’s influence on policy formation through political lobbying. Opposing
this is a green advocacy coalition attempting to influence pro-renewable energy policies. The
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Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) was employed and incorporated policy competition
between these groups into existing general capacity expansion model structure.
Key results indicate the dynamics of policy formation are influential on energy
transitions, as renewable incentives impact profitbility, and subsequent risk analyses for
investments in new electricity capacity generation. Lobbying influence on the political process
has long been recognized, but it’s application in transition studies is lacking. A key finding is the
inability of green advocacy coalitions to enact favorable policy in the face of overwhelming
fossil fuel resistence. This is likely due to the disparity in financial resources between the two.
Future work should extend this model into a flight simulator for policy makers. This would
facilitate decision-maker understanding of policy formation dynamics. A counter-intuitive
finding comes from exploring carbon lock-in dynamics. Fossil fuel technologies have a long life
span, on the order of 30 to 50 years. Increasing the frequency with which natural gas
technologies turn over by reducing the long life-span drove a significant reduction in fossil fuel
based capacities, as new capacity requirements were filled by larger shares of renewables. This
is novel in transition studies, and highlights a direction for future research.
Grid scale model dynamics in relation to working hypothoses were not confirmed (please
refer to Chapter 1 for review). Technological lock-in from fossil fuel resistance to renewables in
the form of political lobbying to maintain favorable business environments was a significant
influence on transition dynamics, showing dramatic changes in electricity capacity as the
intensity of lobbying varied. However, the effect of carbon lock-in was more pronounced.
Carbon lock-in is due to the long life span of fossil based electricity generation technologies.
When this was reduced, and these technologies were retired at higher rates, new capacity
investment decisions occurred more frequently. This, coupled with transition dynamics resulted
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in a significant rise in renewables occurred. This is a counter-intuitive finding with implications
for future transition studies. The second hypothesis was also disproved, as green advocacy
coalition effectiveness did not significantly change transition dynamics, even in light of climate
change scenarios. This is likely due to the financial disparity between the opposing coalitions.
6.3.

Conclusions From Household-Scale Energy Transition Model
Decarbonizing residential electricity usage is also a critical component of the current

energy transition. As with utility scale challenges, the household move from grid-connected
dependency to distributed generation installed at the residence must overcome a complex web of
socio-technical challenges to greater diffusion. While many core challenges remain the same at
both scales, household diffusion occurs at a much more granular level of society and depends on
the attitudes, norms, knowledge level and socio-demographical determinants of consumers who
are considering adoption.
This scale of system dynamic modeling employed two theoretical frameworks, the theory
of diffusion of innovations, and the theory of planned behavior to examine factors influencing
consumers as the consider adopting a solar home system. These two theories provide a roadmap
to examine consumer influences on decision making processes; how their knowledge levels
influence attitudes about new technologies, and drive their perceived ability to engage in desired
behavior. Consumers typically go through successive phases as they consider adopting a novel
technology moving through knowledge, to persuasion, then to a decision, and ultimately
implementation. This model structure reflected that process by examining three phases,
knowledge, decision and implementation. Knowledge is critically important in the consumer
decision-making process, and streamlining informational resources for potential adopters would
improve diffusion rates. Perceived behavioral control is also a critical element in deciding to
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engage in a behavior. This depends on potential adopters’ self-perceptions on whether they have
sufficient resources to engage in desired behavior. Simply put, they believe they have enough
knowledge to make a good decision, and can afford purchasing a SHS. Other key factors in the
decision making process also include pro-adopter characteristics. The third examined phase of
this model includes implementation, and explored a relatively new business model where solar
systems are sold to homeowners, but owned and maintained by others. This system thinking
approach addresses several challenges simultaneously, and resulted in a significant increase to
adoption rates.
Please refer to Chapter 1 for a review of the household scale working hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1 was not confirmed. While economics, particularly the payback period of solar
home systems have been identified as critical to diffusion rates, the complexity of household
scale diffusion dynamics creates difficulties in assigning causality to a single factor, and higher
adoption rates exhibited by the knowledge and behavioral control scenarios suggest interactions
between the social and economic dimensions. Model outputs suggest capital cost is a significant
factor in adoption rates. However, diffusion is equally, or more dependent on consumer
knowledge and behavioral control than the high cost of SHS, confirming hypothesis 2. An
interesting question posed by the results is to what degree do the interdependencies between
economics and social dimensions influence behavior. Are adoption decisions more heavily
influenced by economics during the early innovation phase? To what degree do social factors
lessen economic factors, and what interventions can be utilized to maximize their benefit?
6.4.

Recommendations based on limitations.
This dissertation includes elements from social science research on the behavior of policy

makers and consumers. The author acknowledges these behaviors exhibit a great deal diversity.
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This study used a limited number of social factors to examine energy transition trajectories, and
as such, is a vast over-simplification of reality. The level of aggregation, and system boundary
were selected based on the questions this research attempts to answer; requiring a balance
between model simplification and the ability to capture socio-technical dynamics capable of
providing novel insights. Other questions or research foci would require different levels of
aggregation or system boundaries.
A finer set of socio-demographical determinants in both models might provide novel
insights not produced with the current level of aggregation. Determinants related to opposing
energy coalitions were highly aggregated around basic themes held by the two groups.
Disaggregating these into a finer set would perhaps provide clearer indications of advocacy
coalition tipping points related to climate change, or the renewable energy market share
threshold necessary for slowing fossil fuel lobbying efforts. Socio-demographical determinants
associated with household scale adoption decisions were also highly aggregated. Using a much
finer scale would likely provide a more nuanced understanding of local or regional differences in
adoption rates. Overall, a deeper modeling effort at pulling out the socio component of sociotechnical system complexity would drive transition understanding. Furthermore, expert input
from utility scale management would provide insight on investment decisions, risk
considerations and ultimate decisions on new capacity acquisition. At the household scale, input
is important, however, extensive published data on societal attitudes, norms and belief structures
surrounding renewable energy provided substantial input into the conceptualization of this
model.
One last critical recommendation would be to develop both models into ‘flight
simulators’. Making these tools widely available, and easy to use, would facilitate a deeper
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understanding of complex socio-technical interdependencies. Disseminating both simulators to
policy makers would drive a greater systems level perception of energy transitions. This would
move from the current reductionist paradigm of economic interventions through policy, to higher
leverage solutions capable of increasing renewable energy transition rates at both scales.
6.5.
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APPENDIX B: UTILITY SCALE TABLE OF ELEMENTS, UNITS, DEFINITIONS, EQUATIONS AND DATA SOURCES
Table B-1. Utility scale model elements, units, definitions, equations and sources.

Element

Units

Definition

initial installed
NGAS capacity

MW

Initial value of
installed natural
gas capacity in
1992

average NGAS risk

Dmnl

Sum of three risk ((NGAS fuel volatility+ NGAS market share risk analysis+ Dissertation section
components
NGAS NPV risk)/3
4.3.2.1.

Production gap
between simulation
and historical data

MW

Capacity gap
driving new
investments

Equation

Data source

27585

https://www.eia.gov
/electricity/data/stat
e/. Accessed
10/9/18

SIMULTANEOUS (IF THEN ELSE (Electricity generation
capacity gap>0,Electricity generation capacity gap, 0),0)

Table B-1. (Continued).

MW/Year

Proportional
allotment of new
capacity by risk

((Production gap between simulation and historical
data*average NGAS risk)/NEW CAP RECOGNITION
DELAY)

MW

Capacity in MW
of planned
construction

INTEG (planned NGAS capacity-NGAS capacity
construction,0)

planned NGAS
capacity

MW/Year

Proportional
allotment of new
capacity by risk

((Production gap between simulation and historical
data*average NGAS risk)/NEW CAP RECOGNITION
DELAY)

NGAS capacity
construction

MW/Year

Planned capacity
prior to
NGAS planned capacity additions/NGAS construction time
construction

planned NGAS
capacity

NGAS planned
capacity additions

NGAS construction
times
installed NGAS
capacity

Year

Time to construct

MW

Integration of
INTEG (NGAS capacity construction-NGAS retirement rate,
installed capacity
initial installed NGAS capacity)
flows

NGAS retirements MW/Year

Integration of
flows as capacity
lifetimes are
reached

1.83

https://www.eia.gov
/electricity/data/stat
e/. Accessed
10/9/18

Rhyne 2014. pg.
155 construction
times for gas
turbine power

INTEG (NGAS retirement rate,0)
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Table B-1. (Continued).

NGAS technology
lifetime
Actual NGAS
electricity
generation capacity
NGAS electricity
generated

Year

MW

technology
lifetime

30

capacity after
technology
installed NGAS capacity*(1-NGAS technology degradation
degradation factor
factor)
is applied

electricity
MW/hours generated based
on capacity factor

Actual NGAS electricity generation capacity*(NGAS CF
1990 to 2100)* NGAS cost impact on CF)

$/MW

Time varying
price of electricity

IF THEN ELSE ( Time<2019, electricity price 1990 to 2018,
0) + IF THEN ELSE (Time>2018 :AND: TIME<2051,
electricity price 2019 to 2050, 0)

NGAS income

$/Year

Income from
electricity
generation

((electricity prices 1990 to 2100* NGAS electricity
generated)* conversion HOURS to YEAR)+ NGAS
incentives

NGAS expenses

$/Year

Sum of all
expenses

Annual NGAS Investment expenses+NGAS operating
expenses

NGAS NPV

$

Electricity prices
1990 to 2100

Tidball 2010. Page
140, Figure 101.
NREL cost and
performance

Cuccinella 2012.
pg. 18

time discounted INTG (ZIDZ, NGAS expenses-NGAS incomes), (1+NGAS
cash flow
discount rate)^(Time*year-1991)), 1)
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Table B-1. (Continued).

annualized NGAS
NPVE

Available Fossil
Fuel lobbying
dollars

percent fossil
energy lobbying
dollars spent on pro
fossil candidates

fossil fuel lobbying
effectiveness
against renewables

$

annual discounted
cash flow over
technology
NGAS NPV/91-(1+NGAS discount rate)^(NGAS technology
lifetime used for
lifetime*year)/NGAS discount rate
profitability
comparisons

$/Year

percentage of
DELAY FIXED(percent fossil energy lobbying dollars spent
total fossil
on pro fossil candidates*(OIL income+COAL
industry income
income+NGAS income), 1)
spent on lobbying

$/Year

Amount
contributed to
political
campaigns and
lobbying

0.005

$/Year

ratio of fossil and
renewable
lobbying dollars

DELAY FIXED(ZIDZ(Available Fossil Fuel Lobbying
dollars, Available renewable energy lobbying
dollars+Available Fossil Fuel lobbying dollars))),1)

parameterized to
match $ 80 to 170
million electric
power industry
spends on lobbying
annually
https://www.opense
crets.org/lobby/indu
sclient.php?id=E08
&year=2018
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Table B-1. (Continued).

likelihood of
electing a policy
maker favorable to
renewable energy

Power of the
renewable energy
coalition

congress members
elected per year

Energy bias of
elected congress

normalized value
of the power of
the renewable
energy coalition Power of the renewable energy coalition/(fossil fuel lobbying
Dmnl
compared to total effectiveness against renewables+Power of the Renewable
powers of
energy coalition)
coalition and
fossil fuel
industry
Balance of power
between proPower of the renewable energy coalition which demands
fossil, and propolicy interventions/ (power of the fossil fuel coalition which
dmnl
renewable
opposes policy interventions +power of the renewable energy
coalitions
coalition which demands policy interventions)
demanding policy
interventions
structure
congress
representing the
(congress members per election*number of election cycles
members/ number of U.S.
per year)/Year
year
elections held
every 2 years
allocation
IF THEN ELSE(likelihood of electing a policy maker
function
favorable to renewable energy*congress members elected per
congress
determining
year, room for increasing number of renewable congress
members/ whether elected
members, likelihood of electing a policy maker favorable to
year
official is pro
renewable energy*congress members elected per year, room
fossil, or pro
for increasing number of renewable congress members)
renewable
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Table B-1. (Continued).
Pro renewable
energy congress
members

congress
members

integration of
energy bias flows

Pro fossil energy
congress members

congress
members

INTEG(-Energy bias of elected congress members, (total
integration of
number of congress embers-Initial number of pro renewable
energy bias flows
energy congress members)

Congress pro fossil
fuel ratio

dmnl

Congress pro
renewable energy
ratio

dmnl

Discrepancy
between current
and acceptable
environmental
impact

dmnl

ratio of pro fossil
congress
members to total
number
ratio of pro
renewable
congress
members to total
number

INTEG(Energy bias of elected congress members, Initial
number of pro renewable energy congress members)

Pro fossil fuel member/ (Pro fossil fuel congress
members+Pro renewable energy congress members)

1-(Congress pro-fossil ratio)

IF THEN ELSE(occurrence of current CO2 emissions
exceeding mandated cap>0, intensity of the effect of the
driver of climate
discrepancy between current and acceptable environmental
change concerns
impact*1, otherwise intensity of the effect of the discrepancy
between current and acceptable environmental impact *0)
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Table B-1. (Continued).

Effect of
renewables on
diffusion on
political system

effect of the
public's perception
of mainstream
science on power

dmnl

proxy for societal
knowledge of
renewable
Installed PVE capacity/total installed electricity generation
technologies. A
capacity
ratio of renewable
capacity to total
capacity

dmnl

public acceptance
the public's perception of mainstream science confidence in
of science driving
the nature of climate change*intensity of the effect of the
advocacy
perception of climate change on indicated power
intensity

Pressure on
average of
(discrepancy between current and acceptable environmental
political system to
societal pressures
impact+effect of renewables diffusion on political system+
provide supportive
dmnl
to enact
effect of public's perception of mainstreams science on
renewable energy
renewable energy
indicated power + congress pro-renewable ratio)/4
policy
policies
gap between
indicated power of
(pressure on political system to provide supportive renewable
gap between
the renewable
energy policy*Intensity of the effect of political pressure on
power units perceived and
energy coalition
indicated power)- Power of the renewable energy coalition
actual power
actual and indicate
which demands policy interventions
power
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Table B-1. (Continued).

Increase in the
power of the
renewable energy
power
coalition to provide units/year
policy
interventions
Power of the
renewable energy
coalition which power units
demands policy
interventions
Power of the fossil
fuel coalition
which opposes power units
policy
interventions

IF THEN ELSE(Gap between indicated power of the
renewable energy coalition actual and indicate power<Room
flow variable
for increasing power of the advocacy coalition, (Gap between
allocating power
indicated power of the renewable energy coalition actual and
between the two
indicated power/pressure to power delay, Room for
coalitions
increasing power of the advocacy coalition/pressure to power
delay)
effectiveness of
INTEG(Increase in the power of the renewable energy
renewable energy
coalition to provide policy interventions, initial power of the
coalition to enact
renewable energy coalition)
favorable policies
effectiveness of
fossil fuel
coalition to
oppose pro
renewable
policies

INTEG(-Increase in the power of the renewable energy
coalition to provide policy interventions, (1-initial power of
the renewable energy coalition)
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APPENDIX C: UTILITY SCALE TABLE OF ELEMENTS, UNITS, DEFINITIONS, EQUATIONS AND DATA SOURCES
Table C-1. Household-scale model elements, units, definitions, equations and sources.
Elements

Units

Definition

Equation

Adoption from
Word of Mouth

households/
Year

Word of mouth
influencing adoption
decision

IF THEN ELSE( Time<2010, Potentially adopting
PVE*EARLY Word of mouth effectiveness*EARLY
Word of mouth contact rate*LATE word of mouth
effectiveness*LATE word of mouth contact rate)

Advertising

households/
Advertising SHS systems
Year

Advertising
Effectiveness

Dmnl

Advertising resulting in
adoption according to the
effectiveness of
advertising

Advertising
Frequency

1/Year

Number of
advertisements per year

Data source

Unaware of SHS systems*Advertising
Effectiveness*Advertising frequency

0.005

0.190606
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Table C-1. (Continued).
Average residential
system size

Watt

Average SHS system

5600

Aware but not
persuaded

Number of residences
households with SHS knowledge that
have not adopted

Aware of SHS
systems

households

Number of residences
with SHS knowldege

INTG(SHS awareness Rate, initial aware of SHS
systems

Behavioral
Intention (control)

1/Year

Stakeholder intention to
engage in adoption

Stakeholder attitudes about SHS system*Stakeholder
Power*Socio-Demographic Determinants

Consumer
perception of
relative economic
advantage

Dmnl

Risk/benefit perceptions

Expected payback period/PVE system lifetime

Consumer
perception on
environment

Dmnl

IF THEN ELSE(Extreme climate scenario switch=0,
perceived environmental need*perceived environmental
Societal perceptions of
risk,(perceived environmental need/extreme climate
climate change severity
scenario)*(perceived environmental risk/extreme
climate scenario)

Early word of
mouth contact rate

1/Year

Word of mouth at Niche
phase

Aware of SHS systems-Persuaded to Adopt SHS

0.9
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Table C-1. (Continued).
Early word of
mouth
effectiveness
Expected Payback
Period
Experience
effectiveness
Experience
frequency

Dmnl

Word of mouth
effectiveness at Niche
phase

0.9

year

Number of years to pay
off SHS system

ZIDZ (SHS Capital cost, Perceived yearly costs or
savings)

1/
How effective prior SHS
(households
experience is per
*
residence
experience)
experience/
frequency of SHS
year
experience per year

government
incentives

dollars/watt

financial incentive per
watt of installed SHS
system

initial aware of
SHS systems

households

# of installed systems in
2002

initial unaware of
% of total urban ownerhouseholds
SHS systems
occupied housing units

0.000574608
0.00216452

LOOKUP government incentives

gillingham 2014,
https://programs.d
sireusa.org/system
/program/detail/12
35

2604

https://www.califo
rniadgstats.ca.gov/
charts/

6980005

CA 2010 census
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Table C-1. (Continued).
Installed SHS
visibility (peer
effect)

households/
Year

influence of installed SHS
on nearby potential
adopters

late word of mouth households/ contact rate at regime or
contact rate
Year
landscape level
late word of mouth
effectiveness

Dmnl

impact of late word of
mouth contact on
adoption decision

proximity to installed SHS*SHS system visibility
contact rate
0.677449

0.415513
Barbose et al.
2015 data
supplement. figure
7, median price
installed

Lookup capital cost
lookup function of SHS
dollars/watt
SHS
price per watt over time

perceived yearly
dollars/year
costs or savings

perceived economic
benefit

# of potential adopters is
Persuaded to adopt
determined by total
households
SHS
population and current #
of adopters
Potentially
adopting PVE

households

# of potential adopters

SHS 0 & M costs + savings from avoided electricity
purchases

INTEG(SHS persuasion rate,0)

persuaded to adopt SHS-SHS adopters
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Table C-1. (Continued).
PVE system
lifetime
proximity to
installed SHS

Relative advantage
of SHS

research
effectiveness
research frequency

year

lifespan of PV module

average distribution of
households/
installed systems in case
square mile
study geography

1/Year

25

SHS adopters/total urban geographical area

indicator for economic
consumer perception of relative economic advantage +
and environmental
consumer perception on environment
perceptions of adoption

Dmnl

ratio of pro renewable
congress members to total
number

0.859079

1/Year

amount of research on an
annual basis

0.733813

savings from
avoided electricity dollars/year amount saved per year
purchases

1200

Moezzi 2016, pg.
34. In 3rd party
scenario,
electricity bills are
halved as
consumers still
pay, but at a
lower rate
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Table C-1. (Continued).

SHS adopters

households

number of households
who installed a SHS
system

INTEG(SHS ADOPTION RATE, 2604)

SHS adoption rate

households/
Year

adoption per time

IF then else((((potentially adopting PVE*stakeholder
learning)+adoption from word of mouth+installed SHS
visibility (peer effect)* extreme test switch<=0,0,
((potentially adopting PVE*stakeholder
learning)+adoption from word of mouth+installed SHS
visibility (peer effect)*extreme test switch)

SHS awareness rate

households/
Year

fraction of population
gaining knowledge
through advertising

((1-fraction becoming aware of SHS systems)*
advertising

SHS capital cost

dollars

cost per system (installed)

(LOOKUP capital cost SHS* average residential system
size)-(average residential system size*government
incentives)

SHS O & M costs dollars/year

average annual
maintenance costs

450

https://renewecon
omy.com.au/hidde
n-cost-of-rooftopsolar-who-shouldpay-formaintenance99200
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Table C-1. (Continued).
SHS persuasion households/ households persuaded to
Aware but not persuaded*behavioral intention (control)
rate
Year
adopt

Socio-demographic
determinants

Dmnl

percentage of population
with at least one
identified determinant
associated with adoption

stakeholder
attitudes about SHS
system

1/Year

current potential adopter
perceptions of technology

research online+previous experience with SHS

Stakeholder
learning

Dmnl

potential adopters
learning about relative
advantage

relative advantage of SHS

0.7
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Table C-1. (Continued).

total urban
percent of total CA area
square mile
geographical area
classified as urban

8219

https://www.newg
eography.com/con
tent/005187https://www.newg
eography.com/con
tent/005187america-s-mosturban-states.
Based on Census
bureau data
america-s-mosturban-

Unaware of SHS
pool of unaware potential INTEG(-SHS awareness rate-initial unaware of SHS
households
systems
adopters
systems)
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